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PREFACE.

,O

This is the final summary report of a emobstration in ten neighborhood
libraries 'in the urban setting to-sho their relevance to the Community
as a link to needed services and dependable source of information.

Five major public library syste s -joined in consortium in 1972 to
deinonstrate urban library de lopment with a .program using branc,h
dibrar.ies as focal points .or nters offering bas4c information and

services for the. c'tizen. Utilizing a $324,000 grant from the
Bureau of Libraries and, earning kesources, the five Cities: Atlanta.,
Cleveland, 'Detroit, uston and CAleens Borough planned and began
execution of the de' ritration. The Cleveland Public tibrary served
as e national co inating agency. The lbcal research and feasi-
b ity study for^e ch city represented the first phaSe of the project.
n Phase II the laveland Public Librarydpufled the results together

-in preparation for the actual. implementation of,service .in.each city.
The fin-al part, or the Implementation Phase, was planned'for a six-
month duration in vihich.each city was provided funds to demonstrate ,,
,in two branch libraries the.effectiveness offering.I & R Services to
the neighborhood. A seCond year continuation permitted the'.project's
extension through June 30, 1974. Dorottfy Ann TUrick, the National
Project Officer from the, Cleveland Publie Librarl, wrote the
Report at the conclusion,of the grant peri-od'.. The'evaluative study
of the project was conducted by Hardy Franklin of ,Rutgers Universi
and William' .F. Summers', Jr. af the University of South Caro1ina.,

The con,sortium agreed upoh receipt of the third Year continuatio grant /
that the Nattonal Office woUld move. to:Houston from CIevelan . It ,

was a basic deasion of the members of the project,to give ea h syste
the control bf-the directiCii of the ,program in each, city while'the
National Oifice would assunie a_coorain9tive tole and fi.n.gn ial con-
trol responsibilities foi,..the project. In keeping with this undame al
changaJtom _the original protject,_thet'consortium agreed t at the f
repOrt and evaTuative stUdy-sliould be made by.an outsi a d inde-
pendent authority., Because of-his broadexperience a .stu y the
area of information trarisfer, the,consorti-u-n-t chose Th. as hi ,
from the Dreker University, Graduate"School of,Libr Scie to con-.`
duct-the evaluation and prepare this fin4.siunmary_ 1>ort. _

A strength of the original proposal which carried ought the pon=
clusion'of the project,ws the diversity of the p rticipan systems and
sites in the de,monstrationto show the effectiv pess of philoSophy
in each localized sittlation: p,erience extreme ip- .

ternal changes during the periocroftlie proje tivhich ndoubtedly affedted

ft



the results but in no case9was the basic commitment of each diminished,-
It would be a mistake_to judge an individual library's effectiveness'
agains-t another's in the project because of the widely Niaryfng situations

-on the- Iocat scene. Whereone library had a year's lead time .on the
project and had better insight into the problems of adequate informa-
tion preparation, others brought a uniqu'e vitality or approach to the
effort or a technical know-how which benefited the others. Each
library contributed to the overall success of the project. It was an
unusual experience where new ground was traveled successfully mainly
because of experience learned through mutual effort.

The project was not intended to offer research in -the field but rather.
I clearly to demonstrate that the urban branch library is uniquely situ-°

ated and equipped tapilitKle iriformatioo and referral servi.ces. The
project experienc4Whown that the pittillic library can provide ef=
fective infdtmatiqz and referral ser\AW44ri,thin its existing. organiza-
tional framework and without Introducing sophisticated and expensive
techniques that other prograins had shown. The methods used in each
city could be easily replicated most pu }lic library situations. Al-.
though the project target neighborhoods were disadvantaged, it could
be effective in the oppite situation as well as participants in the
project have already sirown by extending the service into all branches.

AO

Each library has experienced obstacleS but certainly each library' is
viewed locally in a stronger light be.cause each has proven itself to
be a part, perhaps for the first time., of the total local scene and the
program acted as acatalyst for the local system to bring4t new
vitality and purpose. Many have said the public library today is in
jeopardy. This project experience has shown the importance of
offering services, that are in.response to real user needs rather than
creating or continuing g'ervices which'are no longer valid. It is a local
answer to, a local problem.

"-t
A

David M. Henington, Director,
Houston Public Library
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TI4:644ATU,RE OF INFORMATION AND REFERRAL. ERVICE
4- , . .

Since the literature related to I & R is -not veri..sub tantial and the
hiStiry & R is not Verylong, we woup expect e Concepts anti

-'!langUageasSocfated with I & R to be rather unstable. That is indeed
the case. Therefore, some clarification is in order bekfore begii,ning
to analyze the NIC project, .

The essential gCal'of I & R service is to put' the 4individ pl in touch
with the.,SerVice

,
ctivity, information or advice'th.at will satisfy ' ..! °a

.:

any of his everyday needs. (Hereafter; rather-than repeat,..!'service,
activity!. ).nforrn. ation'or,adviCe'," we will rear. to thericollectively
as "'resources" or 41resoiirce.11) The service, is :deSii6ried to \ring the
indivIdual into Contact.witha needed.'res9ufce- sbmetimes.in person,
more frequently by.«way of telephone to, giv'e. hull enough informa-
tion so that hie,'..ca'n make contact orihis own;

.

Typically, I & R'conO'stS of a live, ihdividualized.response to an
inquiry: '£i>en thoi.1611 they maybe considered legitimate

: adjiinCts,, to I R service, the disti-ibu retion of di ctCrie , biblio-
g aphies,- pamphlets' or other printed matter and the provision Of
ac el services orscommodities to not lie at the heart of I & R. ore-.
over, while it may'besarguadAfiaktie'provisioriof informatiO is a
function of librarie'S;arid-,matk4ais c.ente 'as well as -I & R gencies,
there is a fundamental difierence:°,the information servic in librarie
and friaterials\centers overwhelnbingly*document-bas The se ice
staff rely primarily on published sourCe s .of 'inforinati , either d
tribUtiri6 the documents.themSelvc'S oikdistrib'uting i formation
trieved from thos,e'docurhinta.. A major characteri tic- of an I R

agency is thatrit Ordinarily draws on an unpublis ed, rapidl' changing
store of data 4n responding to.inquiries; That store may a card ,- .

'file, ,a notebook, OrIthe'rnemory of the staff. -While, the brary staff:
May use' such tinpUbliatied sources in satisfying some i quiries, the
vast bulk Of their re spouses depend on- publiethed- dot ents

.

What is,,tiracticed tinder the name of "I & R" can vary greatly. ,The
-crartge;Of se;-vices offered, can include any orall. f the following.

-= Steering' 4iVin6-i\riformation about whe to 'goifor a service,_ -,,. , . ,

- activity, irifOnatgin or advice (that i a resource); and/or
s . , ..

,:info-rmati9InAbout :how to secure ,them
,site(erring ;. c: Macipg.cohtectwith a- res rce on behalf of the

,':cliefit., ,T6is.can inCiude bringing t e. client into contact with,..- -, - .... - ,--a dispenser of theiresburce in your presence, or pavitiq the
. -wiy .for the client prioOto actual Vdlvement. I) The,under..

lying purpose is to facilitate the jient's access .to the needed... ...v
),.

nay
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resource by articulating 'the client'sneeds and interpreting
the-activities, eligibility requirements, etc. of.the dispenSer
of the resource.

2 Counseling. A, form of advice; sometimes entailing deereproping
ofthe client's personal problems, empathetic listening, :and
advisingOn solutions to Complex persona). problems.

Advising. Providing the ,client with- .judgments about the re-
sources avat1010, inprder to speed the &ient's,selection
of the. proper resource or diSpenser.

- Advocacy. Assuming a.poSitio'n'aS champion of the client's
needsand rights, and worAng to satisfy those needs and

-
. ,

secure th4se rights for the client: It may necessitate
ing an advegary pos ture, vis-a-vis the relevantdispenseis.'

- Sbcial reporting. Providing feedback to dispensers /their,
go/ernors or the public on the.effectiveness of Social
services, as gleaned fromethe proces's of steering and
referral*.\,.This particular, activity can range from the more
neutral (disclosure of statistics about the success 9f
referrals), to the politically inflammable (critic'Of
service s).-

- Follow-through. A-rather nebulous con cept, implying that the ':
I & R worker takes -whatever steps are deemed, necesry, to
be reasonably sure that the client is being steered or
referred to the proper_reSource,---7--!-----=----

- Ascertairring---whether--or-not a client has actually
received what he needed subsequent to being siOered Or
referred td a resource.

a

1 extremely indigent or handicapped.
1

- Casefinding and "outreach." ,Promoting thee I & R service to
' theltarget ,group populatibn and soliciting inquiries, 'and; e

determining their I & R needs. ' % ,
. -

*
-

- Escort. Providing the .client with transportation to "the needed
resource. cV'hen offered, it is usuallilimited tothe elderly,

ilaThe relationships among I & R actiitierg c nbe seen in the 'dia6rara '
below. Steering, 'Referring, and Counseli; are the three basic I &.R
services. The remaining activities can be/ viewed as levels of service
that qualify.;or enhance each of the basic Services, depending upor
the in linVon of staff of the particular 1 & R agency. -- ".

Steering

.Advice
AdvocaCy
FollowithrAugN
Fol4oW-4 7 .,

S .Crigieport4ngs

3
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Escort -

Casefinding/Othreach

, 1

-7 i. Counseling ° ..;'. Referring
. ..' . ,

' .

Of course', I. & R activities vary in the Way iii which they are/ delivered; too. It.hardly needs to be said that they can be applied-
with anythink fromzeal to apathy, from ,whole-hearted dedication

I to the plight of the client to perfunctory lip servide:'
. .

I & R: Scope

I & R service s'vary inn tileinintended scope, as 'Well as in'tiieir .
intensity. They may be' limited to a specific topic, such as social
security or drug abuse; to a target group, such as the aging, the
poor, or adolescents; to a geographic area, such as the <so-Called

odel Cities, impact areas, or specific regions within a state. Some
&.R services purport to be omnibus-agencies, covering all popula-

groupd and a ,vast range of topicS within a particular geographic
kt! area. Examples of\omnibuS I R agencies can be found in some

municipal health and welfare councils, mayor's information offices,
and sometime's in p biic libraries;

.

It is safe to say that the vast,majority of I & R services focus on
disadvantaged largetlpopulations of one kind or another. The aging
/and-the urban poor are the two groupsmost frequently served. I & R

'service is rarelydireCted specifically at middle' class, affluent,.
rural OF suburban populations. Even if the disadvantaged are not
specifically singled out as the target of an I & R service, they are,
frequently the de facto recipients .of it, inasmuch as (1) most I & R
services are centrally concerned with directing clients to social .

services that are deSigned to aid .the disadvantaged, (2) the dis-
advantaged, to a greater degree than other groups in the general
population, lack ktiowledge -about the re sources in society that can
help them cope with life, and 'therefore they appeato have a greater
need for being directed to the se resources, 'and (3) the disadvantaged,
often have feWer of the skills that facilitate Their identifying, con-
tacting, and securing service fbm the dispensers.2

Problems vs. Opportunities

1.t is likply thatmest I R se- rvices were *originally designed to
solveproblems,among the ,client group, as opposed to increasing
their access to opportunities. The line bet4ieen prbbIems and
opportunitied is. a fine one at' beet. However, to the extent that
I &,-R has beefi problem - oriented, this orientation may have been

--`11-nportarIt'in pre-determining who the clients would be, and which
st
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resources clients would be most frequently' referred bi steered to.
Thus I & R may have becoffie established as a e,nerally Iower-Class
service, associated with welfare, crises., ,arid a disadvantaged '

style of life. The general populMion may see "Howrdo I get my
'welfare benefits increased ?" as .a legitimate demand on an I & R,
service; they may yiew'"Where can I find an

7
vanced pottbry course

free" as an improper demand.

Resource File

An I & R service usually rpvolves around a d rectory, or resource
file, of agencies, organizations, oi individ als (dispensers) who
can provide 'the seriiices, activities, inform ton or advide (that
is, re sources that' the clients need. The resource file is usually
either a published directory, a data base accessible through a
computer terminal, or a file of cards'. `In fa, t, it may be a combina-
tion of these.

The content of tie records in the file can v
center to I & R center. It invariably conta
number and address of the dispenser. It
of activities, either brief or detailed; the
and/or person in charge; hours of service
evaluations of the resource by the I & R s
the agency or organization; the qualifica
last update of the reeordt. an evaluation

AnsI & R center may assume responsibili
If so, updating the-file May be a major
An.alternative mode is for the I & R cen

1, base on some outside source ,2such as
-planning group; or city department.

e.

ry greatly from I & R
ns the name, phone
ay include a description:
ame of a contact person
e ltgibility re qu ire me nts;
aff; source of support for
ons of the staff; date of .

the agency's performance .

filey for its own resource file.
tivity of the.I kR staff.
r to depend for its data
health and Welfare council,

c
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II. THE PUBLIC LIBRARY'S POTENTIAL FOR I-& R.
pa r

A rationale f r providing I & R thcough the public library has been
developed i other publications.' Drawing from existing
literature a d from olDservations during, the course otvisits to the
five NIC ci ies, we can compose :a list of characteriStics of the
public lar ry that make it a potentially desirable .site for I & R
service, is-a-vis other existing or as .yetnndeveloped agencies.
It would. robably be most -benelicial for the develqprrient ofboth
public-1i raries and I & R services if the following) assertations
were.talcen r-as hypotheses that require further teting..

1.,,Librariaris and library assistants are skilled in gathering,
organizing, and retrieving information. Their greatest strength lies '
in organizing and'reirieving'. For the. most pert, moving into the
community to caflect information about the wide range of available
resources is not part of their formal training,, nor is it a standard
aspiration. This implies the-need for altering both the Stoic of
skills and the prevailing attitude among librarians.

2. Through,a system of carefully placed branches, libraries are
the most widely dispersed -- and therefore- potentially community-
specific -- municipal agercy, ether than the police and fire depart-
ments.' As well, the library is often open many hours, including
evenings and week-ends.

3. In addition, the fact that each neighborhood branch is a
formal part of a city-wide system offers the potential of .rapid 'system-
wide communication, uniform levels of training and. .serviee--througtr=
out the city,,and a larger base of support (in terms of staff/ space,
and mone .y) than a single branch wp.ild affo7d.

4. The public library is dedicated to serving its,total public. Tp
the extent that The public library is concerned with reaching all its

----constituency, it:might find promise in a-..service like I & R, which
has the potential of reaching currently unreached

5. The public library is one of the most neutral service agencies
in virtually any town or pity in the county Thts characteristic
ehhances its position-when dealing with agencies that cover a broad
spectrum of political, cultural and ideological orientations.

6. The public library is rich in of the resources that can
aid in satisfying people's needs. The book and non-bopk materials,

'already in libraries is an important source of information that can
supplement the I & R resource file .

5
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III. ,THE NEIGHBORHOOD INFORMATION CENTER PROJECT

In July, 19 2, the Office of Education, Division of Library Programs;
began funding a consortium of five metropolitan public \libraries:
Atlanta, Cleveland, Detroit, Houston and Queens Borough. The
consortium was planned as a one-year project. Its original purpose
was "to research the feasibility of the branch library as a neighbor-
hood information center, and toliresent an implementation plariffor
establishing a demonstration center ih each city." Its major
objectives were "to demonstrate to neighborhood residents and the
community at \large that the urban public library can be .a/vital force
in daily living, will proide free information,-will refei residents to
additional sources for information and assistance, and that the
library can adapt- itself in non- traditional ways to meet the needs of
those who' have not previously used public library services, and have
neither experience, nor knowledge of the role a public library can
play in the daily life of the residents of the community:" and "to
'provide survival information or referral information assistance to
people' who may be An lower income brackets...wtio may have little
or limited educaticin.:..."5

The "consortium"-provided a forum for discussion and exchange of
_ideas. Each of the cities remained largely autonomous in its own

. execution of the project's missions. Initially, Cleveland,Public
-Library was to monitor and facilitate the project. In July 1974,
Houston was assigned this role. 4-

Tile project consisted ofthree phases.' In Phase I, each city under-
, took a feasibility study to assess its communities' information needs,

availability of.informatiOn,established I & R services, the library's
desired role in providing I & R services, and the readiness of the
lit:pry-to assume that role.

In Phase Il,,the coordinating city was charged with deVeloping broad
,criteria and guidelines for implementing neighborhood information-. .

centers.

In Phase III, actual implementation took place. Each city was charged
with establishing neighborhood information centers in its library
braniches. Origin-ally, this phase was to run for six months. Sub-
sequent extensions of federal funding permitted this phase to.00n-
tinue f6i1 an additional' tWo years, so that the period of implementation
for some cities tota]Ad 2-1/2 years. Funding terminated' on June 30,
1975.

The following report will concentrate on the current state of imple-;
mentation, of r& R service in the five city libraries, and the lessons .

that canbe learned and the questions that the experience has raised.
c

7 11
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IV., DATA cOLLEOTION,METHODS

"Rata" for this summary evaluation were collected in several dis-
ways: personal visits to the five pities and interviews with

- selected/staff members; existing narrative "reports, minutes and
e'Valdations; existing statistical reports; interviews of clients; and
clue stiofinaires sent tb resource a §e ncie s.

Visits to the Five., Cities

See Appendix A for the list of sites visited and persons inte'rviewed.1)

. Interviews of NIC clients t-o"

In an effort to collect some data about users of the services;
each city was instructed to conduct very brief structured interviews
with every other NIC client during two weeks ,in late March and
early April. The interview form was pretested in Houst9n prior,to
ap-plicationin all five cities. The interview form and the, instruc-
tions for interviewing are reproduced in Appendixes B and C.4

, .

Questionnaires to Resource Agencies

The primary purposes of questioning the-resource agencies about
.NIC,rrelated services wereto (1) establish the extent to which other
service ag'enclesnew of the,existence of NIC service, and (2) to
uncover their feelingg about general'I 64, R services_in the city. The

'tluestionriaire waprefested in Houston. In Appendix E, F and G
can be found the sankple cover letter that each city sent out with its
questionnaires; the questionnaire itself, and instructions for
administerind it.

tzt,

44,
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V. TIM FIVE CITIES: THEIR NIC EXPERIENCES

In the following pages eacii.city is described and eyaluated separately.
Then follow summary observations..

ATLANTA, PUBLIC LIBRARY

Service' Objectives
-7-

The concept of the thaVemehes from the Atlant-a Public,Library
Is a diffused and sometimes' confusing one. The point of most
frequent agreement from individual toindividual, 'top' administration
to service personnel, is thai the NIC was established to help people
get to the resources they need for coping with everyday lite. Some

branCh staff view this as a 'service primarily fOr disadvantaged
clients; others feel thatlhe service should be just as valuable to
middle class oi'affluent constituencies. Some branch staff consider,
advocacy to be a natural part of the service.; others do not. Some
try to provide Jpco'rt service, using their own cars and gasoline;
others do not offer the service. ,

Certain services that are Outside the realm of pure ,information,dis-.
semination are offered as NIC Services: voter registration is con- .

ducted in each branch; one person'in each ,branch- is,certified as a
notary public; and an Adult Reading Development program has been
offered from time to time. The first two services are frquently",

(" but not universally, held by those interviewed to be bonafide corn-
ponents.of the NIC program. Adult Reading Development was rarely
dentioned as an NIC activity: .

4

14

some ways, the concept of the NIC becomes more dffitsed at the
very top ,of the library systerrkhan at the point of middle management.

'The Government Information-Celiei-La repository of federal and city
:documents, is :Considered by a numb orthe top administration'to
be a NIC activity. In fact; the central NIC and the Government
Information Center are housed in the same rooms: However,'the
central NIC and°the Government Informattoircenter staff see their.,
services as only loosely related to each other.

-

.
This dichotomy.tri tlier,:tbncfpt of NI held by the upper, administra-
tion as opposed to the service staffs a fuliction of an expanded
view of the Library's information-related objectives held by'some
of: the top .administrators.. The director of the library, particularly,
6ees the lifbrary as the central information utility for the city of .

Atlanta. He envisions a strong information service that will gather
and disseminate information needed by'citizens, politicians, and
eityplanners on the services, demographics, activities, and human

4

h.. *
9
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resources of Atlanta. There are several parts planned for this
omnibus information function: ,the Government Information CeAter,
the Telephone Ready Reference (a more lesS standard book-based
information activity), NIC, and two'developing activities: the
Integrated Information Bystem,and the Educational OptionsFile,.

The Integrated Information System consists of two parts.' The first
will 6; a compendium of neighborhood profiles developed from data'
gathered by the library and other municipal agencies. The second
is called the Gftizens Participation InformatiOn System, consisting
of a roster of neighborhood organizations throughout Atlanta. It is
intended that both these files will' be computerized and will be

k accessilM only through a terminal in Atlanta Public Library's
central facility_

The Educational Options File will be a computerized file of formal
and inf6rmal continuing edu tional opportunities.

the director, particularly, sees the NIC as only a small part.of
the whole pack.age of i formation 'ces that the library is aspir-
ing to provide. It did of app r, however, that this' particular
visionis' shared by his de ies, middle managers, or service staff.

Site

Pull-fledged NIC service is located in the central libiary and in the
Kirkwood and South branches. Both branches serve Predominatily,
black, low-income neighborhoods. The resources for answeeir4NIC
questions have been sent to all branches'in the system, thus extend ,s
ing the potential for NIC service to every part of the city, from im-
poverished to affluent.

Community Involve'ment' -.
aip

Both Kirkwood andiSouth*tranches have community boairtl's that-adv-ise
them on program anning, including the NIC. South's board 'is.
especialz1Y,active. ere appears to be no formal means of community
advice on NIC ,m tters for the rest of thelibrary system.

,

Publicity
I -

-''' Publicity has' co sisted of flyers, posters, newspaper ads, and radio.
.t

and television s of announcements: The level of publicity is con-
... sidered "modest', by most of Lse spoken to. Personal contacts by

the branch staff provide ariot ier source of publicity. This varies
considerably/ of course, f Om branch to branch. ,

I

1
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NIC in the Context of Other Library Services.

From -elf appearances, the NIC program Ls not caused much dis-
, placemenin the library systemas a whole% While it is obvious

that a 4ertain.amount of effort has gone into its development, it is
- 8 also obvious "that the NIC program, per se, has not refocussed the

-efforts of the total library staff in any significant-way. It seemstthat, with the exception Of the rkwood and South branches (the
original NIC locations), NIC seNice'remains low on the list\ of
branch priorities.

,The rack of vigor and unity surrounding APL's NIC.program,can be
explained by a number of possible conditiOns: (1) the idea of.I & R
is ,repugnant to the service staff; (2) without strong commitment to
NIC from top management, staff is unwilling to gamble on commit-
ting themselves; (3) the staff members hold differing ,views of what
"NIC" 'is, -because of the tack of clear definitions system-wide. It
-appears, that all of these conditibns come intooplay, to one degree

-_-.?or another.

Outside of the staff working'in the central NIC office, one of the top
system administrators and the branbfi librarians at the Kirkwood and
South branches, no one who was interviewed, suggested tha,t the NIC,
activities were a very high priority,for the ,Library. Therewas no
suggestion -by top management that 'NIC activities be absorbed into
the regular library budget when federal funding ends; and both branch
and administrative 'personnel (other than the NIC-designated staff)
seemed to spend far less of their time on NIC activities than on any
other single service activity.

The NIC program, for those outside the central MC and the two full-
fledged NIC ,branches, remains a-foreign and nebulous thing. The
librarian who.was inclined in the past to provide I & g service con-
.tinues to do 'o; the one,Who was not so inclined 'has probably not

, changed significantly. ,The immediate impact of the program
has been limited to the two full-fledged branches, Kirkwood and
South. There, NIC service is fhirly closely integrated with other
library service and seems to be an important activity. This is most
likely attributable to the special commitment of their respective

,'branch staffgt

.." NIC staffing

-

-The fesponsibility, for NIC services in each branch rests with the
branch libi-ariam. He or she may designte someone else to oversee.

.day to day operations,
A

13. 15
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/ aIn April of 1975, three full-time professional librarians and /two part -
time paraprofesSionals were,paid for by NIC funds. They ere deployed
as NIC staff members in the branches and at central. -\

System wide; staff -- training has been limited to those inv lved in the
two original NIC branches and the Central NIC. The trai ing consumed
approximately 1/2 day for each staff member.' In additi 1 person
from each branch attended general orientations to I & R = ervice when
the NIC project was first launChed.,

.-.,

Related to the NIC activities, //eight paraprofessionals
Model Cities program were tr lined intensively for.eig
outside I' & R 'specialists. T y were concerned prim
socia action as welfare services, bail-bond, parole
related activity. In many canes they assumed an ad
their clients and were active even to the extent of o
having a young person paroled arrangements for c
offices and staff rooms are available for this purpose.,

nder the
t week6 by
illy with such
and court-

ocay role for
as ionally
nt privacy;

c
ie

Theoretically, the foundation'of the service is the Rolodex file-that
exists in every branch. It consists of 5 by 8 cards arranged by sub-
ject: The Rolodex is maintained,by.the central NIC.There,, new
information is duplicated on Rolodex bards and sent out ta-tice.:
branches. The file was priginally based orr the Directory of Corn-,
munity Services, publisli0 by the Community Cancil of-the- Atlanta
Area, Inc* 'Additions to'ithe file and updating of entries are now the--
responsibility of the Atlanta Public Library.1.The actual use of thet,,,
Rolodex file varies considerably* be st, it is used irik moderation.
Some branches claim to have nevaretsed it; rather; they claim to
prefer their own home-spun community resource file, or the Old.

reDictory of Community Services, or "what's in-my head."

Administration

The style of administering NIC activities' is essentially laisse-Z-
..faire, from branch to branch. The branch librarians are given great
autonomy in defining:, promoting and deliirering NIC services.'

At the highest administrative level, there' is some uncertainty as, to
where the responsibility -for NIC activities lies. This uncertainty
is. apparent among some of the upper administration and some branch
personnel, alike. Officially, the library director is responsible for

'coordinating the NIC project; the Administrative COordinator is in
charge`of statistics compilation and voter registration activities.

As.

-
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Activtties on the Imm diate"H mon

- .Work is proceedin on the tegrated Information System, describet
above. This file - which4vill'soon be computerized -- will provide '-
demographic pro iles of tlanta's communities and a detailed roster
of the city's o anilatio

, Planning co tinues on the development of a (perhaps) computerized
file of fo land i ormal continuing educational opportunities', the
Educatio 1 Options _ .

'
Atlant s Department of Community and Human Development id
esta ishing multi-service agencies throughott the city. One is
ope now, and one is planned for the near future., These agencies
w contain branch libraries, along with other city services. NIC

tivities are intended to be a' major strength in these library out-.
ets.

t.

There'/are no conCrete plans foithe future of the NIC's. lhe)library
, 4,adnaipisufation holies that the city will pick up the funding.of thelfe4 ,r

,rsta f positions now being carried-by feOererfunds. .,,,, _.

-4.. , ...

, ,. -

Plans for the More Distant Future

The long-term hope is that the Atlanta Public Library will become the .

single most important so-ttrce of information for the citizens and
community leaders of Atlanta:

Evaluation

Atlanta's strengths in the NIC Project, compared with some of the
other cities, are few. The major asset is the,vision of the NIC as
a small part of a very wide - ranging information utility in the,Public
Library, yet this vision appears not to have been communicated much
beyond'the director's office.

--f
Several conditions at.APL db pOt augur well for the future of NIC in
Atlanta. First, the coppitments of top management -- particularly
the director -- are fairly divided. among traditional, new (current),
and new (future) activities. The focussing of money, time and spirit
that is necessary to.nurture a fairly revolutionary Change (as I & R
.1A, public libraries ts) is absent. A strong Commitment to the concept
of NIC would have probably been evidenced in the Library's pyblicity,
staff orientation and continual training, clarity of .purpose and gen-
eral staff enthusiasm -- none of which were strong.

"....*
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CLEVELAND PUBLIC LIBRARY'

, Service Objectives

Unlike die other cities, Cleveland's MC service objectives have
ch'anged substantially over, the course of the three years. While
the project has been constantly viewed as a link between the
citizen's need and the resources that can satisfy his need, the

. posture of that link has changed. Before July 1974, 'the service con-
sisted of-a high proportion of referral, a substantial amount of advo,
cacy, occasional purchasing of bus tickets ovt of NIC funds for
clients in need,.and a goal of 100%/followtip with. bOth agencies and
clients. These activities were supplemented by the simplest form of
service, steering. 1

Between July 1974 and January 1975, a hiatus occurred. .During'the
first part of the period NIC activities were curtailed, pending,the
release of the third year's.,MC funds from the Office of Ethkcationv-_-
During the latter part of the period, staff at the .central library be
a comprehensive updating of the system-wide NIC files; branch,NIC's-

:were 'still dormant, awaiting the completion of the updating.

(Since January 1975, when the files were ready and NIC servibe was ,
made available in all the branches of the system, it has been
significantly different in posture than it was in the original three
NIC branches. In essence, it is now a..centrally maintained Cli.rectory
of resources in the greater Cleveland area.. The 'directory is used by
library staff to steer clients' to the-agencies that fit their needs. The
service does not include any significant amounts of referral, counsel -
ing., advocacy, follow-through or follow-up. As is currently con-
cerved, the service closely resembles classical book-based directory
service, with the exception that (1) instead of proving information
out of published directories, the staff provides the information out of
a directory that 'is maintained in-house; (2) the directory is oriented
toward helping people cope with their, everyday problems; and (-3) on
rare occasions/follow-up will be made.

Also include under NJC,activities is a voter registration program,
now under w y id all,branches of the system.

Sites

Before Ju 1 74, NLC service was offered at the Jefferson South and
Langston Hu hes-branches. The cominunitiei-fn whiah the-se branches
are iodated are loWer-Middle class and poor neighborhoods, in keep-
ing With the original intention to prOvide NIC service to citizens who
are disadvantaged and who are not regular library users. Residents

16
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of:the neighborhoods vary from Eastern European, to )\pp.'a
inimigrants, to poor urbanblacks. Two of the branches,-
andianOtoi Hughes -- are being considered for closi,ng
future; _bocilctcifculation in these branches has been plurrnm
the past several years and is currently very low.

SinCe january.,1975, all branches have, received a copy of
dated resource file, and are thereby empowered to offer N

1

chian
jeffeSon

n the te ar
ting.

up-
C SerN4ce.

(As an additional extension of NIC service, CPI, has prb ided resource
files, along with continual updating service, to all then 4ght-Otiier
library systems in Cuyahoga County._ These 'Systems h also been
invited to participate in an NIC orientation slssion.)

Community Involvement
o

. ,

The original three NIC branches each had committe s of community
residents which advised on the MC programs. D= spite the fact that
'these committees occasionally precipitated sortie' conflict within
,Cleveland Public Library over the matter of bra fi control,_they were
considered valuable in introducing NIC servic to. the respective.com-
munities.' Currently; there are po community groups actively concerned
with the NIC program.

Publicity

Before July 1 I974, publicity consistediof wspaper feature articles,
'radio and television spot announcemen -, posters, flyers, announce -
ments in church bulletins, and word-o mouth. ''''-

f
Since July 1974, publicity has be
promotional effort has been the
NIC 'program, distrib'uted primar

,individual branches have and

arse. Sy,stem-wide, the only
tion of a"flyenrannouncing thel-

ithin the'branChes. As well,
en some advertisement of NIC

service- throudti neighborhood church bulletins , local papers and
community meetings. There are concrete plans for additional
publicity -- new pOsters, handouts, flublic service announcements
through the media, arid bus placards -- but the production and dis-
tribution of the e items has been awaiting the release of NIG funds
from Houston.

NIC in the context of other library .sgrvices

When the NIG prggram underwent its denversion'ffom a less conven_-
tonal to a more conventional kind of program, its relationship to the
total libiary program changed, as well.

17 1$
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Oridina NIC service w s maintained within the three NIC
brandhes jssa Wholly aut °moils service; It was staffed by'neWly-
hired community aides an was housed in specially constructed
cubicles within the branc es. The NIC Staff were responsible to the
chief of the Department .Loan Services, notstheirrespective
branch librarianS. .Morebyer, they operated under a looser code of
conduct and a higher salary scale than the ,regular library staff.

It appears that time two services -- traditional library service and
the NIC 7 were purposefully disintegrated. There was ample
evidence of disintegration: lack of communication between the two
staffs, bitterness over differential salaries and codes of conduct,
and quite naturally, lack of support or understanding of the NIC
program by the non-NIC staff.

After July 1974, the differentiation between NIC and othtr staff was
disSolved. Regular library staff is now .responsible for the branch

'NIC, and the'service is being offered from thd regular service
points (primarily, the adult reference desk)...

The NIC program in Cleveland ranks high among the priorities of a
few staff of the Cleveland Public Library -- notably the staff who
have been most intimately attached to its development over the past,
three yeaKi. It 'could be said, though, that neither the concept nor
the objectives of NIC service are warmly embraced by the library
staff as a whole. At virtually every level, the staff interviewed
expressed interest in the idea of NIC and willingness to do a little
extra in order to provide a new service. However, it is obvious

that top managers by and large view NIC service as an objective
secondary to the traditional library activities. It does not appear
likely that they.will redirect any significant resources to NIC
activities, beyond the possible continuation of a small office to
maintain a central NIC resource' We. The middle manageMent and

'service staff who were interviewed appear to reflect-the lack of
strong endortement from above. They are willing to do something
new, but they are not willing to do anything that will displace the
traditional services and activities,. several staff'expressed concern
over being cast in the role of "social workeFs."

NIC staffing

Currently, the branch librarian is rdsponSible for overseeing NIC
activities within each branch. The regular non-clerical public
service staff provide NIC service. Most branch librarianS. have
received .an introduction to the use of the NIC resource file;. In
addition, most of them attend a system-wide mee,tind with a social
service agency representative ,, one a month. Branch librarians are

2.0
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expected to train 'their own staffs. The central NIC 'service is pro-
vided by the librarian who is in charge of the central NIC office

Delivery oLService

NIC service is available in every branch and the central library, by'
phone or in person. There is no capabi for thme-Way phone con-
versations. Eech brarich has been as d to_lirdit its outgoing calls
to about 225 per month.

A single resource file serve jtizil NIC outlets. \A dopy of that file is
located in every branch, at the central branch office, at two depart-
ments..of the main library and in all public libraries in Cuyahoga.
County.

,t

The central office is charged with developing the resource file. Sdme
assistance is received from the. branches in the form,of feedback; but
the branch staff carries no formal responsibility formaintaining the
resource file, except for adding and deleting the cards at the direction
of the central office. The file consists of 3 by 5' cards,' ordered in
two ways: first, by subject, with a given entry repeated as many
times as necessary under appropriate subjects; second, alphabetically
by agency name. As of April 1975, the file contains over 750 entries
representing agencies, service outlets4 information sources, and
some commercial enterprises (for example, used clothing) in, greater.
Cleveland.

Administration

Since July 1974, when the concept of NIC-was expanded to encompass
the whole library system, the Department of Branches has overseen
the system-wide development of the NIC. The director of thelbepart-
ment of Branches has delegated most of the NIC management activities
to the central NIC offices, which consiM_oLone-professionallibrarian
and one clerk, it 14/1"---ar-e-charg6d-Vith updating and expanding the
resource file; pioviding new cards to all branches, ready for filing;
planning training events; producing brochures; and providing central
NIC service. '

A very brief background of the library's administration may enhance
understanding.of kW service in ClevelancP. The current director has .

been on the- Rib for only a half year'. Preceding his arrival the library,,,
was torn by a series of disputes among the library board and citizens,
and the director of the library, and an adthinistrative assistant - who
were, importantly, the Project Director and the Project Cdordi tor
for the national NIC Project -- resigned.. As one ''staff members put it.,
Cleyeland Public Library "had a nervous.breakdown.

1

,
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Activities on the Immediate 'Horizon
f

A major competitor with the MC service is the Federation for Com--
munity Planning's Community Information Service (CIS). The NIC
central office has made overtures to the managers of the CIS with
regard to cooperating in file building. The real possibility of such
cooperation seems to await*CIS's Updating: of its own files.

N ,
While the plans are not concrete, ere is the desire (1) to expand
the resource file to include more'c nSumer-related entries and
(2) to improve staff training.----Aik, s"-

Plans for the more Distant Future-
As far as could be determined, the plans for the future of the NIC
are very nebulodS. There is a predominant feeding among the service
;off and the administration that some land,of NIC activity will ton-
tinuedD4t_there is. no- certainty about the level it will continue at.
Even the future of the small central NIC office is threatened_by.. ,

-' impending fiscal crises. At, the present time, the best progntis
would be for a weak and peripheral NIC service in Cleveland Public
Library. ,*

Evaluation

The strength in Cleveland's NIC program is primarily its resource
file: Since the- fall of 1974 the vast majority of epergy devoted to
NIC business has`been focused on developing and maintaining a .

resource file that is broad in,coverage, accurate, .current, and easy
to use. The two people in the central NIC office who have been
responsible for this job have made impressivp advancementt5toward
this goal. itc

As with Atlanta, however, weaknesses outweigh strengths. Perhaps
most important, there does not now exist a 'strong system-wide com-
mitment -- either emotional or financial' -- to NIC by top managenieit.
There appears, too, to be a need for considerable system -wide.or-
ientation and training in order to convey (1) a sense of enthUsiasm for

and commitment to the venture and (2) a consistent picture of what
NIC service is.-* (Some staffdid not consider voter regfstratton one
of the NIC services, even though it is; some staff were confused as
to what lengths they should go to in responding to a client's query.)

Publicity of Cleveland's NIC is far from vigorous. ;This, coupled with
the ,lack of strong endorsement from the top.of the organization, may
account forlihe veri-low volume 6f Nfc transactions with the public.
Potential clients are unaware of the service, and-so do net ask for it.
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Staff are uneasy or unce
clined`to promote it.

O 4

bout the service, and so are not.in-

A more tangible weak ss e ists in the telephone service available
in each branch. The um.:r of outgoing Calls that each branch is
allowed, under the isti contract with the- telephone company, is
quite limited. A n ber f tliestaff seem to be consciously restrain-
ing their telephcini g. hile the volume of NIC inquiries currently
does not test the ffect of such a, limitation, it is clear that only a
modest influx of uerie that require return phone calls will-tax the
call-taut quotas The nomaly of.such a Amitation on a service that
typically, recei es 90/0 Of its intake by phone and requires a sub-
stantial amou t of turn calls to clients and calls to resource units,
is-obv"ious;

It is clear that t Cleveland NIC program has little or no ithpaCt at
this time. Cha ges are in the making, and it may be that the im- ,

portance of NI will grow and that its, impact will eventually be felt
by Cleveland'gresidents. If, however, the future of NIC consists
merely of mai taining activity at the current levels, it would be wise
to perform a mple analysis of the costs and outputs. For eltample,
estimating thNthat the cost of,maintaining the central NIC office is at
least $20,00 per year -- and ignoring other costs, hidden in various
librarians' .a d clerkg' energy throughout the system -- the monthly
systemwide ntake of NIC questions would have to quadruple, with-,

out addition = 1 expenditure, iri order to bring the unit cost of NIC
queries do to $5 each:.

t
1 ,

is possi re that commitment to the NIC concept could grow and that
NIC servic s would become an integral and important new dimension
of CPL's p ogrEcik. However, considering the expressions of commit-
ment by t upper administration and the continuing erosion of the
library's scal strength, this is not-a likely turn of events in the
foreseeab e future.

ET ROIT UBLIC LIBRARY

Detroit ublic Library's top administration began talking about some
kind of 'nformation and referral 'service in July 1:970; preliminary. work
'on such a service began early in 1971. NJC project funds 'did not
actu 11 commence. until 18 months, later, in July of 1972. -In early .-
1973'th I & R ,serviceswas expanded to all 31 branches in the system
and he central library as well.

21
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Detroit's I & R service has been called TIP -- The Information Place --
since its conception.' In this report, however, it will be referred to
as "NIC."

Service -Obje c/tive s
- -

The major objective of NIC seice in Detroit appear'to be consistent
throughout the system. It is conceived as a live directory to,all the
resources available in the city, of -ietate to the Detroit citizen.
From this- directory, steering and referral'service is provided.

The actual service that is delivered, however, varies consideiably
from branch to branCh. Somewhere in the library system instances
can be found of extensive folio' -up and referrals, and occasional
escort service, advocacy and social reporting. Likewise, 'we could
identify at'least one branch in the' system where very little referral and
follow-up service is offered, and where escort, advocacy and social'
reporting are non-existent: It appears that these differences from
branch to branch have resulted from conscious decisions about the
needs of The specific constituencies of each branch and from the

N_actual service demands brought to the branch by the NIC users.
:While the level of service undoubtedly varies with the commitment
of the ind vidual branch librarian, differences from branch to branch
do not se m to emanate from any confusion about what TIP should or
could be

Some differences in service result from three branches' designation
as NIC derlionstration branChes. Their charge is toexperimentwith
new or expanded TIP ,services. The extent of their experimenting
varies considerably. ',Bowen is offering a very intensive kind of NIC
service. The staff there does some house, to house canvassing --
handingaflyersito residents and doing some case finding in theProcess.
About 50% of the time'the staff actuallyrefers the, client, and they
engage imsome advocacy and social reporting. On the other hand,
Gray i cu ently doing`Very little in the way of demonstrating,
since,trie ranch will soon be moving into amulti-§arviCe family
cente t that point, they will begin experimenting with a
potentially. closer relationship with the other agencies the center.
At the-Lincoln branch the demonstration activities include a'serie
social service programs for senior citizens, high school equtvale
diploma Lasses two days each week, and a concerted effort to es,
tablish strong relationships with the local police precinct and YMCA.

service is 'seen by most staff as primarily benefiting the more
disadvantaged people in Detroit. However, there is substantial'
evidence in the Chaney branch that it can be of value to middle-
clags Constituencies'.- The success of the NIC in this middle-class
community is probably -attributable to both the commitment and
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experience of the branch librarian. (She was one of the group, that
began the preliminary.wor in 1971 and was previously attached to
Lincoln Branch, one of the Hirst branches with NIC service.)

Site s

NIC 'service availably in all 29 branches and the central library,
on both a phone and in-person basis.

Community Involvement

In WOrk Product III, submitted tb the Research Officer for the national
NIC project in September 1972, the kabsition of the Detroit Public
Library on the subject of community advisory groups was- clearly laid

'outs In brief surnmary4 it states that .formal community advisory
groups are of little value,- at best, and at their worst, can deteriorate
into platforms for personal aggrandizement. 'The statement proposes
that the inOseffective means of involVing the community in the plan-
ning and activities of the brancinibrary is through other means, such
as community walks and frequent, informal contacts with key-individ-
uals and groups in the community:

To all appearances,. this statement has had the effect of policy, for
there is virtually no formal community advisory group that advises
on programming.or other activities in the Detroit library systeni. In-
volvement with the community, though, is quite strong in some areas
of the city,.by, virtue of a number of activities .

Community walkS have- been.a part"of the 'NIC program since the begin-
ning and are conducted bYall branches. They consist of branch staff
visiting the businesses and agencies in their catchment area, usually
along the major business ,strips. The purpose is to sell the concept
of NIC and other-librarNervices. Very incidentally, data for the
resource files may be collected on the walks:

At some branches, there are extensive efforts to attend m_ eetings of
community organizations and agencies, both to sell the idea of NIC
(and other library services) and to understand better the nature of
local services and activities. At -least one branch (Bowen) engages'
in canvassing -- knocking on the dOors of arbitrarily selected resi-
dences in the community,, handing flyers_to the people 'who answer
the door, and talking about NIC. Occasionally actual NIC service
will be initiated during the canvassing; but the primai-y objective is,
to promote the new service.

1
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Publicity.

As was reported by Franklin Ind*Sunimers in an earlier report, the
NIC was the focus of an intensive city-wide publicity- campaign teat.
was donated by a Detroit advertising firm. Three hundred thousand
handbills and 100 posters, custom-tailored for each branch, were
distributed thioughout the city. Buses displayed 'over 1200 bus cards,
and-15.billboards carried the NIC message. There were 30 twenty-
second televisicri spots, 7 tele6vision news features, and 100 ten-
and 'thirty-second radio spots. This publicity campaign was waged

r pairnarily in the,firA two years of NIC funding. While some publicity
continues -to date, the' top AdministrStion of the library acknowledges

4,- the need-for a renewed campai rt4.

NIC YAM Conteft of _Other Library Setvrbes

Of all the five cities, the concept of NIcis'best integrated into the
other library activities in Detroit. From beginning, the top
administration (especially the director and deputy director) were
strongly committed to the concept and ifliplementation of the' idea.
They sought to make,e4 a regular library activity, as indistinguish-

Aable from other library servj.ces as possible. 'During the early days
of NIC and continually reinforced into the pre-sept, this commitment

_ was-broadcast -troughout the ,library system; It'was made clear
that-the NIventure was riot merely an ephemeral prOject, but '?ather°'
a permanent expahsion of the library's mission:, .

This level of commitment is visible, for the most part, throughout
the-staff. Some staff who have been most resistant to the idea have
left. Still, it appeArs that there are some remaining in the system
with a low-grade of resistance to the 141ea of NIC. Yet the level of
commnentto-t his signifiCantly new kind of service isvremarkably
high all the system. MC is seen by all Service staff as
the director's highest priority. The service staff, too, consider NIC
to be a very impgrtant service. Several of the branch librarians
interrd-ti: be very strongly committed to the concept.
This is not to say that they did not see some problems with the
management of various aspects of it; but on the whole-sthey consider
NIC a vital part of the total package-of libraty service.

NIC Staffing

1

7

In conformance With their objective of Completely integrating NIC into
the otherlibrary-a-otiVritle-s, NIC. Service' has been maintained by the
regular staff, with few exceptiOns. In some branches community aides
have been hired. (Community aides are'l-adal-te-,s1dervliowilt as

. 4
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Clerks and paraprofessifonals .) At Bowen and Gray community aides,
:*-:"just as all the staff, are active in providing NIC service.

At the central library-NIC service is not integfated 'With other library
7-activities. A distinct NIC staff is designated. Their sole responsi-

bility is to staff the NIC desk at the central library; no other central
library staff provides the service. The NIC staff consists of three
professional librariank,and One clerk.

Also housed in the central library is the Clearinghouse, which Pro=
----7=-.rides major NIC support to all the branches and to the central NIC

= dek. The four persons pn this stkf consist of one librarian and
three cterica1 workers.

At the present time, NIC funds axe being expended on half of the
time of a iikarian and a community aide at the Bowen branch, and4 \\half-ofktheitinie of awmmunity aide at Gray. rn

In each branch, the branch librarian is respOnsible for NIC service.

During the first two years of federal funding, there was a Yelatively
high level of training related to NIC: An attempt was [hade'to reach
all professional service personnel. in the system'with an introduction
to the NIC idea and its iMporta ce, the technology upon whiqh the
NIC is built, and the technique and attitudes needed' to provide
NIC service and maintain community contact. During. the past year
there has been no purposeful fraining effort, system-wide. Some
branches do engage in their own training efforts, and ally branches
_ere free to call on the Clearinghouse for advice and assistance in

--any training needs;
4,

Delivery 4rf'Sei-vice

--
NIC service is offered by phone or in person,at.every branch and
at the central libray. All branches have an extra phone line for
NIC calls; hoWever;, they can and do receive NIC inquiries of - all
lines. The central NIC desk has -several phone lines dedicated to
NIC service alone ;,...T.Z.tristhe central NIC number that has been bad:-
-vertised as the,sYstem-Wide source of the new service. Conse-
quently, a number of quedes that have the potential for being
answered at the 'branch level ate-drawn to the central number. This
has the effect of nia§nifying,thkoutput of the central NIC, while
diminishing the output of the branches. .

do
Many branches have the capacity for three-way conversations among
NIC worker, the -client and ari agency.

25 ,s
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The resource files for.the whole system are developed centrally in
the Clearinghouse. There 'are ,currentlyln.the central file over 1,000
entries.- This same file ,;on 3X5 cards, duplicated in.every branch
and at,he central,pNIC 'branch.' Softie bratichei have augmented their
files lightly with local entries tilp.t.6 1,re- not yet included in the, ,

o fcFigl...NIC file :,'One. brancIrlibrariini;felt that such augmentation
wag fcirbidden,',;.and exprtssed the wishthat it werenlit; The develop,
ment of the resource files at Detrat illustrates more than in arty other.
PIC city the magnitude ofthe underaking: :the seemingly endless
list of agencies that.itedd to be contacted for the firstgine, and the
need to pursue iipdatirg on a relqintWs ,schedules After foul- year4,

'arid working with a staff' of tire toiour people, several hundred;'-of
Candidate agencies have not been contacted, and the updating of
existing entries (by,phonl) has Callen

Administration

Since. June 1973 NIC service has been system-wide, offered in all
29 branches and at the central library. The branch librarians are
re sponsible tbr the, service in their respective brafiChes They may
delegate supervision of iNIC activities to another person, and other
branch staff are invariably involved in NIC work. At the central
NIC, there is a distiriCt NIC staff of four,people.. The head of the
central NIC answers directly to the AssaCiate Director for Public
Services./

4

Distinct from the-central NIC is the NIC 0Cleaririouse also housed,
in the central 'library. The Clearinghouse stafflias priMary re,sporisi-
bility for maintaining the'data base that foims the,xesource files in
the hes and at the bentral library, for initiating sygtem-wide.
publitity, developing systern7Wide. training programs, and for
"service back-up and dOnsul&tion to thrioranChes. The head of the
Clearinghouse answers directly, to the Associate Diredtor for Public
Services. '

. .

6,-Iri a 'sense, the funded NIC project is azsubset of Detroit's-overall
NIC activity (Formally, '4TIP")t Since ''TIP" has pervaded the;Detroit
Public Library syStem and appears to be rela4vely-well entrenched,
the tflize-7e rally designated "NI'Cttiiiancheis have been charged.,-,
with experifhenting 1th new information services. Two of the'three,
designated brianChes have staff paid for by lederair-VIC fund

.,,

.. --,, . , ,,,,I.., ' ' ., ,......r''
System -wide, the'AiSistantbirectors for..BrianCh Srvices carry
responsibility for NIC activities. Before 1975, the Deputy Diredtor

- held thi. ere sponeibillty,:.

;kik 4
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Plans for the Immediate and long-term Future ,-.
The future of Detroit's NIC ,is promising., That is, it will undoubtedly
continue to exist and, moreover, to be an integral part of Detroit's
library services', as long as the existing Committed staff hold sway.

\,
,The DPL Staff is` ,currently engaged in a'renewed publicity campaign.
As well, branch files are

are
localized, so that each one includes

some local entries that are unique to that branch's file.

A number of otheri, ideas are being`discussed. While there are no
concrete plans for their implementation, the ideas-may, result in
courses of action:

1. Adding staff at the central MC and.
the latter, more staff would permit additional training
personnel.

ghouse. In
system

2. Integrating limited NIC service into each of the ubject
departments at the central library. ,There would undoub edly still
be a'need for a distinct central NIC operation,-in orde to fill the-
subject gaps that naturally exist among the departmen s.

8. Considering a way to switch some of the
central library_baCk to the branches, in order,to
more evenly.

i ke load at the .

stribute the load

By and large Detroit's NIC operation is strongest among the five
cities. It has served. as-a model for a number of public libraries
that have moved in the direction of I & R service. Libraries both
inside and outside the consortium ha've drawn on Detroit's ex-
perience in the development of their own NIC activities..

0
The only data that approximates a measure of impact on the target
constituency -- the statistics ofuse , -presented in the section ob
"Use and Users" -:-*indicate that Detroit has had4ar more impact
than any of the other cities. Previous evaluators and the current
evaluator ha,ve-consistently observed a highlevel of integration of
NIC service' into existing library activities, and widespread ac-
cOtance -and, frequently, enthusiasm for the ,concept.

What 'are the features, that contribute to such success? At the present'
time, we-can only speculate on,very limited data. It may be explained
by Detroiesrstrength in all of the following areas. Other cities have-
substantial weaknesses in_dne or More areas.'

,
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E1. Publicity has been vigorous and, for the first two- years,.
sustained at a high level.

n

2. The resource -is--uniform, widely'distributed, -and provides
broad coverage.

/ Comrhitment to the new service emanated from the highest
of the' library's adfninistration, and the director continually

rea
.

eris tiie high-priority nature of 'NIG service._ The commitment
hashas been-manifested in both. spirit and physical resources. It' has
been made clear to the staff at all levels that NIC-service is the
highest service priority for the foreseeable futUre;.and while top manage-
rrient has not reallocated the personnel, space and supplies 04 the
system to reflect this priority to the extent of the. spiritual commitmenf,:.
it has done so to a subStantial degree. It may be. that top manage-
ment's commitment to NIC service was all the more credible because
itwas demonstrated -- again, both in spirit and wherewithal -- well
before the infusion of federal funds in July 1972. It was clear then,
and continues to be more clear, that NIC service will be supported
through 'regular funding sources.

4.. It appears that a Clearer, more Consistent definition of NIC
service pervades the staff of the Detroit Public Library than is the
case In other cities. Except,for those three branches that have been
deliberately charged with experimenting, there seems to-be a con-
sistent idea of what NIC would be and howit; should be delivered.
This is doubtless attributable to the rriafor Art during the early._4,:
stages of the Project& orient the total_systemssfaff -- professional
and clerical -- to.the nature of NIC'serice and. to keep them ap-
prksed of its development.

N

-5. Branch operations are backed u' p by a strong Clearinghouse
which carries significant responsibilAy for publicity, file mainten-
ance and training -- all Qf which are ',particularly. 'strong elemenfs.in
Detroit's expqrience.. ,

1. ,

6. The major service-strength of'the NIC lies in the central NIC
seivice. ,Initial publicity made this a-highly visible service paint;
and the-administration wisely decided to staff =Consequently,
it is a well known, high-volyine operation, ancisits staff is likely
the most expert in NIC service in the whole syst6m.

.

it'is natural to-consider DetrOit's success 'in lightof the fact that it
began NIC activities approkirhately 1-1/2 years before the other
Cities in the consortium. However, 1-1/2 years ago Detroit, was
administratively more successful and was attracting more users than

0,
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any of the other cities today. It seems that the 1 -1/2 year head start
does not completely explain Detroit's current level of achievement,

,,Comparatively, the -weaknesses of Detroit's NIC program are minor.
There is room to integrate the NIC concept even more deeply into

existing services; there are staff whobare still 'resistant to the idea
either consciously or unconsciously. There is 'a.need fof additional
publicity and a renewed training/orientation effort. Nonetheless,
DPL remains the exemplar ot I Its service public libraries,

HOUSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY/'

Service Object ves

The NIC concep of the Houston Public Library includes the primary
objeope of prow ding steering ana referral for any problem or question
that a citizen ma have. In addition, a program component comple-
ments the steering\and referral objective. Such events as Internal
Revenue Service workshops and blood pressure tests have been
offered in response to inquiries that arise through the NIC service
or to needs that emerge during community cpritatts ("canvassing").
More loosely tied to the NIC objective is an experimental toy lends
ing service coupled with a workshOp on toys aedUcational toolso
All such events, and particularly the last one, ,appear to be accepted
as at least related to NIC activities; some staff do not view them as
NIC services,' per se, but rather as "regular" branch activities.

Intense social and personal counseling is not included in the N
objebtiN)es. Advocacy is not,a substantive objective of the semi e.
Social reporting may occur in identally (for instance, at the meets g
of the'city-wide Council Of In rmation and Referral Servioes) but i
is not arCexPressed purpose of e NIC'service. ,

A limited amount of case-finding okccurs in the process of,"canvass-1ingwthe
branch neighborhoods. Sine escort service is proIrided,

on the initiative of the Concerned staff member. 'Translation-gervices
are provided in neighborhoods with large Spanish-speaking poptilations.

It appears that the major objective.(steering and referral) is the com-
monly shareld-concep of what NIC is in Houston Public Library. The
other NIC-related activities are leSi consistently vieVed.as NIC
ItinctionS, and are not .conSistently engaged in from, person to person
or branch to-brawl. The service staff hold essentially the same view
of NIC service as the administrative Staff.
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Sites

Currently, all branches operate as NIC`s... The staff in each of these
'brancheshas received introdubtory training, and the resource file's
are on handin each branch. Neighborhoods with NIC's range from
primarily black, middle class (Kashmere Gardens) to-affluent white
(Hillendahl) to lower middle-class S-panish-speaking (Carnegie).

Community Involvement. .`

There is virtually no formal community involvement in the NIC pro= -
gram-isuch as community advisory councils. An early attempt to

ng the 'community together for a meeting on NIC service resulted
in negligible attendance, and such efforts were abandoned. The
primary community involvement is through contacts with community
leaders .

Publicity
4

Publicity has included flyers, posters, library booths at shopping
centers, radio'and television spots*, short programs on the media,,
newspaper feature stories, and "canvassing.V The latter consists of
NIC branch staff going door to door in their neighborhoods, describ-;
ing the services of the library, including the NIC, and occasionally'
initiating some I & R service at the same time. Obviously, con-
siderable resources' have been devoted to publicity over the history
of Houston's NIC project. HPL has bee- fortunate to receive as a
public service donation the talents of a local -advertis ing firm; free .

NIC in the Context of Other Library Services

NIC services are currently seen and practiced as distinct from other
library services. Some branches havetesignated Staff members who

'-- are assigned major responsibitity'for NIC operation. These are the,
people 'ho deal with the majo4ty of NIC questions. :. Integration-
with o r libcarY'services oc to the extent that (1) the NIC
service is provided from the regular reference desk, (2) some non-
NIC st ff do participate in community canvassing and gathering data
for the ocal' branch file ,-and (3), non -NIC staff do answe?.iome

4 type q stioria. The degree to which integration occurs varies from
brank to.branch. Naturally, the branch with stronger NIC
ment d where the NIC activities are' shared more thari-' sequestered
exhib s closer integration of NIC with other services.

.

*The leviSion spot haS beeCi a most- successful one, ar flag attracted
nati al attention from bo the library and the news reportingcom-,
muniitie s .

30'
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Resistance to 'the NIC concept appears to be quite low. This may. be
owing to the strong endorsement of the idea from'the top administra-
tion of HPL and from the mayorpf Houston. In addition, there is, a
fairly widespread feeling among some branch staff that they were
answering NIC -type questions before the program started, to some
extent. There are undoubtedly some of\the standard qualms about
adopting NIC 'service on the part of some staff: Canvassing the
community can be fearsonle to people who have not done it; there is
frequently a reluctance to perform "social work," as opposed to
"library work;" and the responsibility of Raking accurate referrals for

..perioria.1 problems may be seen as an added.emotional burden.

Among the people interviewed, the NIC appears to be a very high
priority service in the context of the total library program. At least
half of'the.branch staff and virtually all of the top adipinistrative
staff interviewed indicated-that they-would prefer cutsiri-either
services -- for example, children's services or program events --
over elimirt-toriof NIC activities. Throughout the system there seems
to be ,sticing endorsement of both the_ NIC concept and its current state
of realization. Convincing evidence of this commitment on the part-
of both the library ad inistration and the city government is the fact
that all the de nated IF staff positions, including that of the
Coordinator of the NIC Project, have been incorporated into the
regular library budget.

Staffing -

)

Resp4sibility for the NIC within the branch lies with the branch
librarian. In branches with an "NIC Liberian," the branch librarian
ordinarily delegates The majority of NIC operations to that "NIC"
staff member. He or she is most frequently a person with a bachelor's
degree and no formal library training. Each one has been through two
days of NIC training under the direction of the NIC ProjeCt.Coordinator.

All other staff in the system have been exposed to a half-day training
session, in which the concept of the NIC was introduced and some
of the techniques of the service were discussed.

Another activity of, the NIC staff might be viewed as ongoing Training:
The Council of Ihformation and Referral Services. This is a corps of
agencies concerned with'I & Rlwork in the Houston area. It formed
after a successful first meeting of such agencies, convened in 1972
by the administration of HPL. IThroul6h.regular Council meetings, ,NIC

,staff expand their knowledge of the services and opportunities avail-
al4e to Houston's citizens.
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Delivery of Service

NIC service is delivered in all branches from the adult reference desk,
by phone or in perSon. There are no facilities for three-way phone
conversations. 'I'hreellvay'hook-ups were tried for over two years, ,

but received little use.) There are ,no special facilities foillikhe client's
privacy; existing offices and staff rooms are -used if privacy appears
warranted.

The major source from which the answers to NIC inquiries are drawn
is the CWPA, or "green" -manual; the Directory of Community
Resources and Services, published by Houston's ComTriunity Welfare
Plannilig Association. Updating information is issued monthly. A

(roladex file in each branch, containing entries n local community
resources, was originally intended as a supplerri nt to the CWPA
manual. However, for those branches with a substantial number of
community resource entries, the roladex file has supplanted the use
of the CWPA manual to &large extent.

AnOther supplement to the roladex file and the CWPA manual is the
bi-weekly NIC Newsletter. It includes updates on resource entries,
short essays on informatj.on and information resource (such as what
to do with a counterfeit bill), and news items related t information
and-adult education. ,

i.
Administration

The channels,df communication for the NIC Project in Houston
`arrayed fn thig way:

Library
Director

Coordinator
of NIC Pro--
ject

r. iChief of
Extension
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A reasonable amount of horizontal communication exists among the
NIC branch staff by virtue of joint attendance at meetings and the bi-
weekly NIC Newsletter. More important to staff communication, how-
ever, is the-recent establishment of a number of system-wide NYC
committees Information Gathering, Information Update, and Program-
ming. It is the purpose of these committees to work toward stronger
central support of various aspect of the NIC program, Coordinating
the building of system-wideand local files 1s viewed by many as a
high priority goal for these committees.' 0

Activities on the Immediate Horizon

Some plans fdt the future. of Houston's NIC's are quite condrete.
First, there ;is the intentiOrTof placing an NIC-designed person in
every branch. It seems desirable that, at least in the formative
years*, disintegration of library geWiees should exist to the extent --
and only to the extent -- that the NIC program has designated staff.
There is the possibility that the designation will be removed once
NIC services are well established and have merged with the tradi-
tional library services..

Second, it is likely that a ,centrall.,zed NIC file will be deyeloped
in the near future . . There is no existing blueprint for this eventuality.
Its accomplishment will probably wait until the new central library
building is completed, around December 1975, and an NIC offide is
established there-.

'Evaluation

Houston's strength is more potential than proven. While its NIC
activities have not generated the flood of inquiries experjenced .by
Detroit, the NIC program has been managed in such a way that the 4 4.

attitudes and organizational structures surrounding the NIC program
augur well for a successful, high - impact future.

O

The auspicious "structures and attitudes" are evident in a number.of
areas: f .

.

1. A vigorous publicity campaign.

2. Strong system-wide commitment, issuing initially from the
director and latei from the mayor of Houston, and eventually reaching
down to the service staff.

3. Strongly developing horizontal communication among .the NIC
service staff in the various branches of the system. This type _of
communication can be strengthened with the growth of centralized
activities in the .new smtin library building.

/ . . J3
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There are some areas for improvement. First, additional orientation
and training of all staff, systemwide, would be valuable in integrating
NIC-activities into traditional library services. Second, it would be
wise to consider a unified resource file, consitting Of what is now the
CW1','A Manual and the roladex Any,development along these lines,

, however, should await the initiation of NIC service at the central
library.

Even with such minor weaknesses, it is likely_given,the strong
personal and financial commitment to the idea of NIC at all levels
within the library, that I & R will -continue to develop at Houston
Public Library irrespectivg, of external funding.

QUEENS BOROUGH PUBLIC LIBRARY"

Service Objectives

The NIC service concept at Queens is the standard concept of public
library I & R service, for the most part. The service is conceived
of as directory-based steering and referral,,designeete help citizens
acquire information, counsel, services or activities from non-library
resources in order to meet their everyday needs. As well, the NIC
concept includes several tangent services that are not strictly I & R.
One is the compilation of a limited job-availability roster, especially
aimed at helping youths -get summer jobs. Another is a municipal
service function: issuing Senior citizen reduced' -fare cards for
metropolitan transportation, (thtse cards are issued from every branch
in the system.)' The 0)..yeens service concept includes a limited amount
of advoc,acyof thpiNclient's,;needs..- As is the case in the other cities,
intense sockpl/peponal counseling is not part of the concept; nor is
social reportin although-one of the most successful NIC branches
has done sbme s3sial reporting upontequest from an agency. The
LSCA-funded' Job Information Center project has. been incorporated into
the services of 'the nine NIC 'branches:

Occasionally program activity is closely tied 49.-NIC activities. For
instance, a flood of inquittes.abouttiling income tax forms4Prompted
a- numberof library-csponsored workshops 'on income tax computation;
andiriAresponle to the rising number of requests for job information,
brand1 9s have begun increasing theirtsholdinds of the Arco training.

manUals. Irk-These ways, NIC -inquiries themselves sometimes becbme
input for gecOsionslelatea to other library services. As might be
guOsse4; such offshoots of NIC-service are viewed, ambivalently. Some
staff see the as NIC aatiVities; other-Pale them4as standard library
services ,'
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Po 'the most part, though, the NIC concept at Queens was held con-._
tentlyJay most of the staff interviewed. There is a common idea

Of what "NIC" is and what purpose it is supposed to serve.
4 ,

IS

IT e two original NIC branbhes, East Elmhurst-and South Jamaica,
w- re located in quite different-neighborhoods. Egst Elmhurst is a

ix of white, black, SPanishu, West Indian, East Indian and oriental
o middle or lower-middle income. South Jamaica is an extremely
d pressed neighborhood of verylbw income blacks. Within the past

ar-fhe service has been extended to six other branches and is just .

ginning in the central library. 'Amont the new branches is one that
erves a relatively affluent middle-class community (Aubdindale).

ommunit Involvement

here is very little formal effort to involve, the community in the plan-
ing activities that surround NIC servide. One community group that
xisted before the idea of NIC was born, the East Elmhurst Library
dvisory Board, did sponsoran open house to latinch that branch's

NIC; that is the 'extent of,community activity.

Publicity to date has consisted of some newspaper feature stories,
flyers; broChures, branch wi .ys, an community contacts
made at the initiative of local branch personnel. A few features and
'announcements have been aired through the broadcast media; a few
,advertisements have been includedin newspapers. Some attempt has
been made to defray the cost of,a substantial publicity campaign by
seeking,free assistance from advertising agencies. However, no such
assistance has been foinid. ,.

There is considerable agregment that publicity for the NIC has been
inadeqUate from the beginning.. It seems that this stems in part from
some political opposition to the project and thelibrary administration't
consequent desire to remain unobtrussjive until that opposition diminished.

-Additional factors that inhibited publicity are (1) lack of money for a
substantial campaign, (2) inab ity to secure contributions of profes-
siOnal advertising talent, and 3.) the fact that QBPL is but one ofithree
library systems covered by the Same broadcast media and newspapers
in thfe New York metropolitan area, which thus complicate's advertis-
ing a service that is limited to just one of those library-systems
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NIC in the Contextof Other Library Service's

In Queens, the NIC is differentiated from other 14brary services to. -

e extent that (1) NIC service and classical reference services are
p vided from different desks/often at soine distance from each other; z.,-
(2 in some branches, one person may aSsume.primary responsibility

1 . _for answering NIC inquiries; (3) in each NIC branch there Is a special
1 .pho eline for NIC service. NIC activities are integrated with other.

libra activities to the extent that most professional service staff
are i volved in one way or another with answering NICinquiries.

. ,

By and large, the NIC more differentiated from than integrated with
other-s rvices ofithe library. That is; the NIC is most often seen as.
a unique, experimerital, or alien kind of service, rather than as an
extension of standard library se ices. NIC service is not viewed on
a par with the classipal library services ,(offering progms, answer-
ing reference questions through.locuments, providing materials for
youngchildren, providingniaterials for students, providing ma rials
for light adult readin4; providing materials for serious inriiry, nd
others). In one of the original -1\11C. branches Commitment to the i ea
of I & R is verystrong,' and thel\IIC is consequently considered a
high. priority service. The-other'branch staff and the central.adminis-:
trative personnel indicated, directly or ir\directly, that NIC activities
are generally at a lower priority thanany pf the other services. It
was gene:mill" agreed that NIC service sh)uld continue, and that in

,, the eventuality of a severe budget cut it would probably continue by
/being absorbed into, traditionalseference activities and would be
forced to suffer a.greatly dimihished effectiveness. Reducing other
library services in favor of NIC service was suggested in only the
one branch- mentioned above.

sfe,

Staffing

, , fNIC service within each branch is the responsibility, of the branch
librarian, who may delegate the job of da. -to-day operations to
another staff member. In the case of all ut the two original NIC;
branches and the central librarp; the perSon to whom the majority of
NIC operations is delegated is -(riaturall) the NIC Aide...The Aide -
is a resident of the branch's community, who works 17 hours .a week
maintainin4 the files, Contacting community resources and, usually,
-answering NIC questioris . In most branches the Aide answers the

.:.

majority of NIC questions; however, in one braTichthe Aide answers --

very few, and the- majority are left to the librarians. Aides range in
background from clerks to trained soCial'case-workers. The skills
of the regular branchpersorinel are available_ to suppliamerit those of
the Aides. In each of the two original branches, where. there are.
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not Aides, as-such, there is at least one staff member who has
extensive experience with the NIC project.

The primary.formal training has occurred through a series of intro7
ductory workshops on the concepts, files and techniques associated
with NIC service. Eyeryone in the library systei4, including Clerical
staff, has been urged to attend.' There is no-ong, g-form-al training
for either NIC or non-NIC staff. However, periodic meetipgs are
held, in which various soqial services are reviewecitbyoutside
experts. As well, NIC staff visit other agencies forlboth formal
training and informal observation, on occasion. .

4 9.

Delivery of Service

All but the central NIC are designed as both a walk-in and telephone
service. Straight phone facilities are used; that is, there is no three-
way hook-up capacity. All NIC's provide service from a desk that is
distinct from other service points in the library outlet. In the branches
visited, ttiere are no special arrangements to insure primacy for the

, walk-iri client. Staff rooms and offices can be used for private dis-
Cussions. In the abstract, Queens' NIC's are founded on IRMA °

(Information and Referral Manua 11, a microfiche'directoiy of resources/
in greater New York City. I A, copyrighted in 1973, is disseminated

Newthe office of the .mayor'd Ne York City._ In reality, IRMA is
I

rarely or never used by NI9 staff,, for a number of reasons: (1) "they
seem to have-left Queens out," (2) it is out of date,.and (3)* it is
sometimes Considered hard to use because df its complicated arrange-
ment and indexing, wand its.unusual and cumbersome format (miCro-
fiche).

,

The resource files that were originally intended to supplement IRMA
constitute, in.fact, the real foundation for the service . .These files -

are: a community resource file on cards,'developed by each branch;
directories published by non-library agencies, such as .Call for"Action,
prepare,d by WMCA 'radio station; the telephone book; thlc_i other,.S.- The,
resources from which NIC questions are answered vary from branch to
branch; the development of these _resources is left pritharily to indi-
vidikal branch initiative. Likewise, each branch is reePorisihle for
updating its own resource card file. Updating, when done, its accom-
PIrShed pritnarily by telephone. There appeaps to'beliiia.regimert for
updating.

.1.4.

The inadequaaeit ?f the current resource files are among the major
problems expressed by NIC.staff:.--.
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Administration

*

.

The Chief of the Extension Services4tepartmenetBranch Systd:m)
oversees the NIC activities of the Queens Borough ublic Library:
The regional libradans carry responsibility for the iniplementatipn
of the NICJitogram-within their own regions. This responsibility
includes staff training and file development, among Others: tithe
regional librarian is the one tq'whoni the branch librarian turns most
often when he Or she has an NIC-related problem.

A substantial part'of the time of.several top administrators (Chief Of
the Extension Division, the Assistant Chief and the regional libraiians)
is de.voted to NIC functions. The prominence of these Staff mempers
and,the visibility of their attivities probably,lends some validity to
the whole NM undertaking in the eyes of the branch staff.

Further anchoring NIC service in the system is the fact that the
branch librarians in NIC branchesare given firm- responsibility for
the success of NIC operations in.their respective branches.

, .
-

Activities on the Immediate Horizon

There Is.some movement toward ,maintaining a' master file of all com-
munity resource agencie,s at the central branch, and to make the
central branch. a sort Of clearinghouse for the other NIC's: The
ptdspective "clearinghouse" would have fewer systemwide responhi,--
bilities and less strength than Detroit's..,-

There ark concrete plans.to provide an.NIC desk at the central branch;
so that NIC service can ,be provided on a walk-in' basis. ,,

.

.

f. i-- .
- , -4-1-4A related project, the "Media Information and'

i
Referral!' program at

the Langston Hughes branch, is expected to reinforce the NIC con-
cept in the library system. -This new project is intended to record,
news, history, and .events'ofthe community on some form of audidt-

',,vi4ual medium, such as videotape.
))

Plans for the More Distant Future
0 1 ' i

Fuhds are being sought to undertake a study of the feaSibility of
computerizing ,the IRMA file. ..

...
. S.

There is some InWrest.in designing a special desk that will allow
.

-traditional reference 'services and NIC services to be combined at.... .'one, o the most successful NIC branches.
, ,

At a somewhat more advanced stage of 'planning is a propos,al-for_funds -

to develop some 'information kiosks, possibly. ib be lOcated atstrategic
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ei4ry-poi s to Queens. Such kiosks would not prOvide all NIC-tAx
servi ce's; raeher, they would Complement the NIC's with information
on--'travel routes, community events, and a hotline to.the .library in-
fdrmation services.

Currently there are no concfete ,plans for increased pbblicity.
$

,'While them is a feeling on the part of some of the librtry's top
administration that the NIC concept should be extended to all
branches, at the moment there Is no timetable- for such expansion.

Evaluation

The major strength of f.4 NIC prograM at Queens Borough Public
Libiary..is that a considerable amount of ehergy of the top manageys
is being devoted to the serVice. ;yen so, the endorsement of.thec
NIC from the library's.highest,administrator4Os not as vigorous as
it cduld be. This may be explained bleseveral circumstances:
(l) MC service is not seen as an overriding priority among QBPL's
many services; (2) the original promoter of the NIC proposal and.
former director of QBPL, Harold Tucker, died well before the 'project
was, under way; (3) the. c 'nt director is relatively new to the job;
and (4)' the library is in:the midst of severe financial difficulties,
making new ventures*ap' ear more than normally risky.

, .

of at ntion, if MC service is to be macie a
.L., First', consic10-able work ts*neede.d-on the
masonab e that the systeinshould rely lees
produced or the greater New York region'

ompileci at the local branch a'rfd*
ates he needgior a serious data-

J,
4-

up .appreciably. Whatever the
s antithetical to the intro-
rlY,a service that is being

\

Third, communication and cooperation a .ng the 'branches needs
improvethent. NIC service in the individ 1 branci;jes would be
strengthened if there were more opportunit s for the staff of the
various branches to 'share their NC proble s their resources and
their skills':

A.4

Otherareas are in need
Vigorous feature of QB
resource file (s). It is
on directories that a
(IRMA). and more on fi/les_that are
the Queens-area levels. Thisindi.
collection effort by the QBPL staff.

Second, publicity needs to be steppe
cause, the lack otaciequate publiCity
duction -of a newservice, and particul
direated- to library non-users.

'Fourth, additional systemLwide-promotion of
fng in the skills and resources related tb NIC
rieete'd. Such an effort would serve to emphas

3,9
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NIC work and would brincteven more proficiency and consistency to
NIG activities from braric4.to branch.' Moreover, renewed training
and promotfon will be essential beforeNNIC services can,spread to
the remaining branches. The'need in this area is clear to QBPL
staff; already plans are under way to engage library educators in a
comprehensive training effort in,l975-76.
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V]. USE AND USERS OF THE NIL'S

Use

The five cities were asked to supply dat&'on the number of NIC
inqiifries received from October 1974 through March 1975. However,
for one reason or another; the statistics actually deliyered were
irregular in their coverage. Still,' they offer a general, if sketchy,
view. Through,selective use of those statistics, we may draw a--
more or less impressionistic picture of the intensity of NIC- activity
in the cities.

The number of "NIC" queries received ranged from a high of more
than '8000 in Detroit, system-wide, in April, to a loW of 75 ix
Cleveland, system -wide, in March.

Houston, without a central NIC operation, reached 661 in February.
tThe numbei of*queries received by a branch ranged-from 0 (in nine

branches) to 306. The mean number di queties per branch for the
month of February was 18. Queens' FebruarsPintake, by branch,
ranged from 8 to 72, with amean of 4j -per branch.

Atlanta achieved close to 5000 inquiries per month in the first three.
months of 1975. This city serves, however, as an excellent example
of one widespread problem associated with statistical reporting for
thi'S project in'particular and for reference /information services in.
general. Specifically, -Atlanta includes in a figures the statistics
for its Telephoneiteap_Reference Departmen EXamining Just a few
of those requests\ revealb that the queries being received there are
quite oiten "standard" reference questions, of the kind that have
been dealt with by public' libraries for decades'.

It is 'clear, thattraditioneal reference questions are being Wiled in
with the 'Statistics of NIC service in all five cities, and vice versa: -

Without a moregntensive investigation, 'we cannot be sure of the
extent of the problem; but we can be sure that it obscures sour vision,
of NIC activity. In the case of Atlanta, the Jelephone Ready Referende.,
statistics accounted* for over two-thirds of the "NIC" count for the
period of January _archis75-we-cie-not knOw how much of the total
statistic constitutes essentially new intake for the library.

There are seVeril explanations for this problem. First:, it may be
difficult -:- perhaps Impossible -- for librarians o distinguiSh tete
NIC queriekIrom standard reference queries., Second; the client
has an even harder time 'separating NIC and traditiona-queries.
(Advertisin4*IC service tends to bring in a substantial number of
standa'rd qu tions.) Third, many librariesqiad been responding to

4
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NIC-type demands lOng before the project, began.. Ordinarily this was
a function of an individual- li'brarian's initiative; and it most often .. ----i

meant that thelibrarian engaged in ad hoc data-gathering, for eecla
query, as it was.received. ,,

-----741 _:. -.:,.

.(knother problem associated with statistics.is that the five cities
-t-

all used unique schemes for classifying their NIC intake. Comparison
of the subjects of inquiries from city to city was thus thwarted. Study
along this line would be well warranted, in order to "identify topics of \'.
most-frequent inquiry and to associate those topics withstandard
demographic variables. .

..
../.

The most significant statistic- for the sake of evaluating the NIC
experienZe is produced bypetiroitls-Central-unit. Unlike all other
operations in Detroit and the Other cities, Detroit's central NIC is
completely distinct from standard reference or information activities
at the branches or at the central library. Even though some "traditional'
queries are tallied in with the NIC statistics, the figures generated by
the central NIC operation can-tell us something about the potential
of NIC service.. In short, those figures hold-great promise; the
central NIC desk currently takes in over 7000 queries per month --
far and away the bulk of NIC queries-for "thewhole Detroit system.
Even those figures are not pure, though; included are an unknown
number of standard referenceA`Lie-stions that-had. to be transferred
elsewhere in the system to be answeied.'

-"PIO

cWhat can be known from the statistics of use in the five cities-is
tively 14tIte:

1. A substantial number of NIC-type queries can be elicited from
a large urban population, possibly as many as one query per month
for every 250 persons.* t

2. The public library appears capabie.of overcoming the' prevail-
ing'image of a materials-distributor, and of effectively promoting
itself as a distributor of information.

Considering the exploratory nature of this project, a substantive
attempt to coordinke the collection of data about-use= woulcf.have been
very deiirable. Such a pimple thing as maintaining a,uniform sChehie
by which to Classify the subjects of the NIC queries would have been
of immense value to our level\ of understanding.. It_woidd__have-a-ided
future I & R efforts to attempt to clarify the differencethetween.NIC
and standard reference queries, and to count each type separately. The A

*Based on a Detroit population of 1.5 million.
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responsibility for coordinating data collection should probably have
gone to the city that originally served as the national 4-oordinator,
Cleveland. It is hoped that in future exploratory ventures, the
Division of Library Programs will exert more pressure on the principal
'investigators to generate data that will advance our understanding of
the -phenomenon under investigatiori. Lacking such data, what can
be drawn from the,Iggproject is a 'very tentative kind of knowledge
at best. With proper" attention to a mall amount of systematic,
coordinated dataoll 6t1on, what we "know" about -& R in libr
could have progressed substantially further. .

Users

The five cities were asked to conduct brief interviews of their NIC
clients over a two-week period in late March and earlyApril. They
were to interview every second NIC client in every branch that was
offering I & R services at the time. The interview form is reproduced

I in Appendix B.

In-actuality, data collection proceeded in a rather more irregular.
manner. The period of the survey turned out to be much shorter in
sore branches than in other's. A busy branch might interview every
fourth 6lient, while a branch that hardly ever received an NIC query
would interview every client. On occasion a branch's staff would
refuse to. ask a certain question (for instance, age or education).

These are serious shortcgingsi- They threaten our confidence in the
data( as they should. However, the total number of responses is
large enough that, _prOvidedyie do not go beyond. simple tabulations
they will afford, a rough perspective on NIC users,.aggregated for t
five cities.-. We shall go somewhat beyond that, too, to observa ons
on the individual cities, with the understanding that these obs= ations
are very tentative.

A total of 580 useable interviews" were 'completed in all f e cities.
This aprresents approximately 17% of all clients who -ceived NIC
serviMduring the survey period, or 33.95 clients.. percent of the
clients who were approached for an interview refu -d to' respOnd.

Findings

The responses for all citiee are as folrowt:*
a.. -

*Percents equal percent of those responding to that question, unless
otherwise noted.
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Have you .Srourse]) ever used the NIC service before ?
d."

Yes: 205 (36%)
No: 319 (57%) r.
Don't remember: 38 (7%)

Have you yourself ever used this publip library, or its branches,
other than f6r NIC service?

Yes: 408 73%) Within last 6 months:
Within last year:

No: 128 (23%)
Don't remember: 21 (4%).

3. Wheiedid you first hear of the NIG

269 (48 %)
%333 (60%). a

Oservice?
Friend, neighbor, relative: 103 (20%)

44 (9%)Radio:
Television: 26 (5%) .

Newspaper: 27 (5%) .

Referred by an agency: (8%)
NIC personnel: 107 (24%)
NIC printed materials: 107 (21%)
Other, including Don't remember: '53 (10%)

4. Do you live in the

5.

(branch locati6n) area?
Yes: 390 (67%)
7Eo: 190 (33%)

How maw clubs or other-groups do you belong to?
Zero clubs: 292 (53%)
One club: 89 (16%)
Two clubs: 73 (13%)
Three clubs: 45 (8%)
Four clubs: 21 (4%)
Five clubs: 10 (2%)
'More than five: 17 (3%)

/,

(Mean number of clubs: 1.1 per respondent.)

6. iow old are you?
Under 19: 42 (8 %).

- 19734: 244 (44%)
35-44 133 (24%)
45 and over: 138 (25%)

7. What was the last year of school you completed?
Grades 1-6: 17 (4%)
Grades 7-9: 49 (11%)
Grades 10-12: 218 (48%)
Some college: 174 (38%)

'44
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8. Male: 187 (35%)
Female: 352 (65%)

..c

Below are_majoriobservations-that can be ventured on the" user data.
Since the number of responses from Cleveland were so few (14),
Cleveland will not be discussed individually.

About 57% of the people interviewed said they hack never used NIC-

services before. In Houston and QueenS, however, the percentages
,rise substantially; to 82 and 70%, respectively.

'..e

Seventy-three percent claim they have used the public library before
60% within the last year, and almost 50% within the last six months'.
Usint either once-a-year or once-in-six-months as a criterion for
defining "active" user, it appears that a-solid half of those inter-
viewed are "active" library users, and close to half are not active
users. One of the charges of the NIC Project was to serge non-user
groups. It appears that the libraries have achieved some success '.
along this line. The roughly fifty-fifty mix of users with non-users
may, in feet, be a desirable ratio: It evidenCes that new populations
and current user groups can both be drawrrto this'unique service. It
may be possible for libraries to find support in new quarters without
relinquishing the support of their traditional clientele.

It is. quite interesting that,the two cities with the strongest publicity
campaigns and the most vital NIC service attracted much more than
the average percentage of non-users. Detroit and Houston drew 14
and 15% more non-users than any other city. Putting it another way,
they. attracted the least number of people who had used the library
within the last year -- 16 to 18% fewer than the next 610,1errt city.

,t This statistic could be a testament either to the level of service that
those two cities are offering or'to their publicity campaigns.

NIC- users first heard of the service through friends, neighbors,
relatives, NIC staff and NIC printed materials. The impact of the
various means Of 'publicity varies considerably from city to city, yet
the data.may not be robusenough to support many, fine observations.
However, it could be noted that ih Detroit more than twice as many
people heard about the NIC tbroUgh'the newspaper as in any Other
city; in Houston, radio'had twice as much impact as in. any other city;
in Atlanta users were referred by an agency to the NIC about three
times as often as 1,n other cities.. It is curious that, in'Houston, as
in other cities, the impact of television has not been strong, despite
the fact that Houston launched what is generally considered to have
been a very successful publicity effort through television. The
relatively low impact of television'even'in Houston may be due to the
fact that the television publicity occurred long before the time of the
survey and its effect may have worn off.

t
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Over half the users claimedthey lived in the locality ofthe branch
to which they took their NIC{ inquiry. Detroit drove this average down,

. however. This could probably be attributed to the strong drawing
-power of Detroit's,central NIG outlet, which prOcesses the vast bulk
of the whole system's inquiries, and Serves people who call intend
walk in from 219. over the metropplita'n area. t
The literature of social science research continually attests to the
strong relationship between an individual's Membership in organize-
tiOns and the extent to which he is an opinion leader, infoimation
gatekeeper, or community leader.. The question on club an organiza-
tion memberships was included in an effort tp get a yeti,' rough idea of
whether NIC users can be expected to be playing an information role
in their communities, thug extending the impac;of.NIC se ,rvice

The number 04 organizational memberships help by the average NIC
user is :1.1. Forty-seven percent affiliate with one or more organize-

. tions. Babchuck, in a studyrof the general adult population of a
4

midwest 'State ,.four4-that 80%nof the sample affiliated with one ,ox
more organizations. While we cannot reach firm by,

comparing a sample from a whole 'state with samples from five large
a cities, we de' have some reason to believe that the NI,C's, are not

reaching a higher tfraf4.average percentage ofcommunity leaders, and ,

s that the. NIC users are seeking inforniation oro he 1p on 1pehalf,of
selves", their friends and family, rather than on behalf of their genera,
cominunitie s

At,

T he age of average NIC user is..approxiniatey 37 years. The
pattern is fairly consistent from city to city. The gre4.est,use-occurs
by people in the 19-34 age group; few teens "and few people over 45.

avail themselves df NIC services. The figures are very close to
Singer's findings at an I & R center in. London , datario. 9

*
The education of the average IIC user is 12.5 years. Houstoh ig
somewhat below,the' average, (11t. years). May be&,,furktion of
Houston's, appeal to non-users. (See thAdiscliesion- above about nonl
use of the library:) Typically, non-users have less education. .Again,
these data are teinforcethby.Singer's findingS.1°

The proportion of male to female "NIC users holds relatively constant
thkoughout all five cities (7;1'3 foflall cities). It Is almoqt identical
to the findings,of Singer's study. The skew louse, by" sex, is in
the sanie direction as general public library 1.1sEbt, as reported in
numerous studies over the years. Tv this extent the IC's,are not
creating new patterns of use.

a
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. VII. RESOURCEAGENCIES AND THE NIQ'S.
In an attempt to: get some perspective on the NIC's place in the
urban.community a very small number of agencies (dispenser's) from
the NIC resource files were questioned by mail. Each city was
asked to draw a systematic sample of 20 agencies from its resource
file. The

re
estionnaire and cover letter reproduced in Appendix C

We then se, t out, in late -March and earlivApril 1975. Several
cities sent out more than 20; .even so, the -Site ,of the sample is so
small that it precludes making any firm observatioRs. Moreover,
the small sample size mitigates against making even tentative,observations about individual cities. The most thaiican be ex-.__
pected frip,m a sample of this size is to deVelop areas fOrluture-
inquiries . Over the five cities, a total of 11!0 questionnaires was
sent out; 58, or 53%, were returned completed-. -..

-o1

Pindins

Below are reported the findings that have some tentative significanc
along.with areas for further study.

When asked is there a general I & R service available to the citizens_
in their own city, 85% ofthose responding said Yes. Very often the
respondent did not specify the name of the service, and those who

, did evidenced few patterns. Several respondents in Cleveland
mentioned- the Community Information Service; in Atlanta, the United
Way Information and Referral Service; and in Houston, the Community
Welfare Planning Association.

la

Of those who answered the. question about what kind of agency would
be theimost appropriate in the role of a general I & R center, 63%
mentioned a -ionr.1 Ik:)r.ary agency by name (sometimes naming them-
Selves). The public librry was mentioned 7% of the time, despite
the fact that the questionnaire obviously pertained to libraries.

In response to "Have you ever received, an information request or
referral from the public library," answers were fairly evenly
Thirty-six percent. said Yes; 40% said No; 24% said they, didn't know.

The 36% answering Yes were- asked to judge the .effectiveneSs of those
public library request's and referrals, on a scale of 1 to 5. The median

respOnse was almost dead-center,. just slightly less than 3. -About as
many respondents thought the library's contacts with them were effect-
ive; as the thought they were ineffective. -' .

The' agencies were asked if their public librai.ad a formal I & R
service for public use. The vast majority, 6,2%, said No or Don't
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know. Thirty-eight percent said Xes. About 1/4, of those who
-claimed the public library did offerl &'R could approximate the name,
for it. Seventy-seven percent entered no name, or a clearly erroneous
one, (petroitrespondents accounted for: all but one naming.)

On the last question, they were` asked if they thought-the public
library's role in I 6c, Rshould be expanded, maintained at current
level, curtailed, or eliminated Of those responding, 76% thought
the role of the library's R should be expanded, 20% thought it
should be maintained at the current level, 0% thoUght,it Should be

, curtailed, and 6% thought; it should be eliminated.-

Tentative Conclusions and Area for Study

From these very -preliminary data, we can advance several hypothetical
statementsrthat would be worthy of further investigation.

. . .
While resource agencies claim that general I & R service is available,,
to their citizens, there is little agreement as to where it is to be
fotind. This may mean (1) that there is n6 effective general I &R -
service, (2) that the is inadequate promotion of4the existing general
I & R service, or (3) a; there are a number,of,competing general
I a R service. . : o

,..... 1 C (-.-

The agencies queried overwheliningly view non - library organizations 0

as the most appropriate providers of general I & R service; and usually`
they favor organizations that are already in existence, many of whidh

,,,

. dhave at least some I & R functi-On already. 1, .
i..,

dAl

.6 . &
a

Public library requests for information or referral are not noted for
their effectiveness . ,.

. '.,,
, i 4

Either the majorion ents do not know of the NIG Project in
their city, or they do not seg it as an I & R function. In additiOn;sof
those who do appear to know that there is such a service, few know,.
it So well that they can name it with any accuracy.

The agencies appear to welcome the library into theme --I & R business;
yet -- going back to question-307 they may not consider the library t,

..as the mdist:logical site for the omnibus,I-& R service for theil- citizens.
If libraries do in fact aspire to be the primary ,general I & R Center
in the municipality, the

yi
may face considerable -- even irVelled---

resistance.
4-4

It is alMost a certainty hat knowledge about I & R servibes and the
'public library's activi s could vary from person to perpori within
each agency that received a questionriaire.- .This must be seertas a
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limitation of the agency data; had other 'persons answered the questionnaire,
the results might have been different.

O
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VIII. WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM 'THE NIC PROJECT?

The Value of the Project

The Office of Education's funding of a live-city consortium of public
libraries had several advantages. First, federal funds undoubtedly
prompted the inception of.I & R services in several of

funds
cities, such

'as-Atlanta and Houston. In-other-cities -- Detroit, perhaps Queens --
the federal funds provided extra support for a service' that had either
already begun or was fairly certainto begin in the near future. It
is clear ,at in those cities where NIC activities were pursued -most
vigorously --sfor example, Houston and Detroit -- the federal funds
efrayed only part of the expenses assbciated with providing,I & R
ervices.

I

Seccind, the project has made the five cities' attempts at I &4R service
_highly visible to the whole professional library community.

..,

Third, by joining the five cities in'a consortium, ,the prOjecit hai
)\,c1facilitated the exchange of -' eas and inforniation about the I & R

enterprise from city to,city. This hasalscroffered an opportunity
to make limited comparisons of the cities. .

In one import respect, though; the project might have been strengtfiened. -
-As -pOinted out by Franklin-and Summers, "Description; even when
conducted by careful,. skilled' and concerned persons, cannot replace
objective measurementeoresults achieved, compared to dutconies
intended. "42 It i abundantly clear that the project was Conceived
as a, series of demonstrations \and not as aneffprt to develop firm
understandings of 1 SeR services in a public-library getting. The
loosenegS of\the. consortium almost. precluded any substantial research
effOrt. Theradminiatration of the consortium was laissez-faire from,
the 'outset. The national coordinatOrs could exert no control Over the
substance of NIC activities in the various cities; hence, there were often
no Common grounds' on which to compare cities. Similarly, control over-
statistics collectidn at the national.leyel was ineffective, to the point
that simple statistics of use collected.by each city are' not comparable.
That is, in many ways we lack even a good description of what, occurred
in the projebt, to say nothing of more complex-data about the relation-
ship's among important variables in the NIC experience. Had there been
a clearer articulatiOn of data needs and a stronger enforcement of the
research component of the project, much more could have beenlearned.

about I & R in Public Librariesi
The le tu be 'learned from the ive cities'experiences are specu-
lative for the most part. This is certainly not to say that the project

ra



MS been valueless. As pointed out above, the project has made some
important contributions to the development of public librarianship. In,
addition, even though the research element in.the project hasnot been

z strong, the efforts ofl,the :five cities do allow some tentative general-
izations about public libraries and,I & R service:

_

1. The nature of I & R in the public library is most likely going
to be different'from1I &11 in a social service agency, inasmuch as
the library incorporates less personar counseling and advice into its
activities. It is al o probable that the library's primary orientation
will be the delivery of accurate .information/referralsAin-contrast to
the, social service agency's orientation toward the ultimate delivery
of a service or commodity). This orientation could result in less- A

, . ; aggresgive follow-through and follow-up on the part of library I & R
staff ..

4

4..

2. The public will respond to public library I & R service in great
numbers; if the right situation exists. Detroit, where the library is
processing about 100,000 inquiries a year, is the clearest example
of such.success.

-3. I & R can be introduced into the library without committing
new_moneito the effort. It does, however, require that some pen-

-.,sonnel resources and some space, be earmarked for I &. R :service.
Detroit's xp rience indicates that, in a large city, between three
and five full time pers ns may be needed to oversee file maintenance,
training, and :publicity, In addition, four or five fulftime_pertions

ck

might be kept busy with the additional queries generated by a Vital
_publicity campaign. It is obvious that the library system must either
have- suficient slack tO' absorb the additional I & vperations or must
be willing to reduce its level of activity in another service area.

4. It may not be reasonable to expect a public library tore -
structure its priorities to the extent that an established service would
be replaced with 1.4-1Z-service.. The NIC venture indicated that only
a few librarians were willing to entertain this possibility,seriously;
and even among those w were favorable toward-rearranging priorities
there was no evideffce of diminished activity in traditional services.

ti

I & R 4ervice:ca.,nlattraCt substantial. "new" audiences to the I
*4,

public library.' Moreover, I & R can serve affluent middle-class citizens
as well as the disadvajitaged. .-

s
I ,

6. Funding authorities may find I & R ari,attractiVe way to spend
, public money.= This might be especiallytrue, to the extent that the
I & R servffeThas:a large clientele drawn from library users and non-

. -.users,' alike . ,
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7. There is probably a natural' resiEteapcp to public library
&a service on the part of (1)scompeting R services and

:(2)_disperisers who are afraid the library will encroach on. their
domair.l. The NIC projebt, however; indicates .that the library can
establish positive, mutually benefircial relationships with such
agerlcies..,Thib is more likely to come about when it is realized that
the marketlittel & R in .a large city is very large, that the library
Serves \rnore-as a directory than as a counseling service4 and that the
library's service covers a broqder range of topics.

8. All the tentative lessons above, as well'as the arguments in
chapter II.; lead us to speculate that the public library can; indeed,
be a natural site for & R service's. Whether or notthe public library
succeeds in the venture is due to 'a number of factors, internal and
externals to the library. Several of\those factors are introduced below.

9. It appearsthat the followiri elements are among those that
spell success for a public library's/ & R enterprise.

f

s'

a Commitment from the top of the organization. It must be
strong, and it must be'continually renewed. It must be mani-
fested administratively (bylrearrangingpriorities, by perpetuallYZ
advocating'I & R) and finaritcially (by devoting staff time,
supplies and space to the new service). I & R in public li-
braries "cannot be done successfully without a sizeable com-
mitment of resources. It is a mistake to begin it unless the
commitment is strong enough-that it is likely to be continued
in lean times, when to do so would mean eerhaps retrench-
ment elsewhere in the library's program"ii It is interesting
to note -- even though it may be coincidental -- that the two
libraries that were most successful in the project (Houston
and Detroit) were also the only two libraries that enjoyed a
consistently high level of support from the top managers
throughout the project. The Other three libraries were all
troubled by one sort of administrative upset or other in the
course of the project: one director resigned in the midst of
a uproar of, the public and trustees, another died suddenly,
a d still another went on a year's leave of absence. It seems
that persistent, visible, purposeful direction from the top is

element for successful introduction of I &R.

b. A vigorous publicity campaign, renewed occasionally:.
This will be necessary in part to overcome the preVailing
public image of the library as a materials-dissemination
center. The two cities with the strongest publicity campaigns --
Detroit and Houston -- have experienced immediate public respons*.
Data collected for this report show that, these two Cities enjoy /A

f 1
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greater frequency of use and have attracted a 'greater percent
Of library-non-users than(the other three- citie This .ma be
a result of strong publicity. The impression
Detroit and Houston is that the broadcast -m
effective in advertising I & R., The data for
leave room for oonside-rable doubt.

c. Integration ,t)-f the "service . This is ac
dirnensions: by using the regular service
service and to-maintain the resource file
service from the' existing service point
offering I & R service at every branch
orienting every member Of the library
techniques of I & R, whether or not
volved with it or not./

rom the staff of -

dia. are most,
this study, however',

ieved along several
-staff to provide I & R
; by providing I & R

within the library; by
thek system; by

taff tl,the nature and
ey will be .directly in-

d. Positiye relations with other I/& R services and with
dis.persers.

e. Awareness of the problems pf inducing change,. I & R
,

,Tservice can reasonably be vieired as a substantial change in
the direction of a library's pr gram, and a change of such
magnitude carries a substan ial personal threat along with it,
It will be impektant tb give careful consideratton to the intro-
duction of I & R. 4

.10. While it appears to be iery important for the I & R staff to
establish close relationships with t tr communities, the means -of
establishing adequate contact/is va iable. With some degree, of
success, the following kinds ,of co tact have been demonstrated in
the project: door-to-door c v'asNsing of residents, door-to-door
contact with businesses and services in the major commercial areas,
and attending regular meetings -0,/i formal groups, such as a junior
chamber of commerce, a otvic imp4ement association, or a parent-
teacherorganization.

Even thou0. stated in the original proposal as a significant element
of the project, ti-te establishment of Community groups expressly for
the purpose of providing input to the I & R service has been rare in
any of the five pitie . The existence of a community advice group\
does not-appear to essential to the sudcess of aspublic library's\
I & R aswlo g as other strung community contact exists. In
fact, the "comm ity,,,advisory group" ap roaCh could be seen as an
expedient and less than adequate substitute for an attempt to reach
abroade-i. base /of the constituency. As well, sevefal MC participants
stated -that theiexisting community croups provide adequate forums

--for presentinythe NIC concept and getting community feedback.

,
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11. The public library might-ire-asdnably-ass ume the-role-of
cony or of all I & R agencies in a given metrop6litan area. Houston
took the tive of calling together all such agencies merely to
begin sharing experiences. Since that first meeting, the agencies
have formed a loose but formal council of information and referral,
agencies, whose major purpose has/been to facilitate the develop-
ment of improved overall I & R service for Houston's citizens.

It is important to reiterate that THE. "EMERGING LESSONS" ABOVE.
ARE JUST THAT. They can be taken more or less as hypotheses in '-
need of testing. 'None of them should be accepted,without additional
sctiny.

The Future of I & R in the Public Library

I & R has been an occasional facet of public library activities over
the past several decades (for example, the war information service
of Detroit Public Library-during World War II). The recent re- .

introduction o I -& R is a rare occurrence, however, by virtue.orcts
scale. It is i herently a unique addition to the public librery's

Itreperthire; .WIS''everi seen by some as a radical deparom the
library's rightful role. Yet significartly, torts in the current
library literature indicate that the I-& R mo ment is gaining mo-
mentum. It is obvious that the idea of I & R is attracting more and
more attention in the world of public libraries. .,

,

\ , .

Librarianship 48 long been characterized by the lack of a sub-
_

staritial body, of research or empirically derived theory. Ourbeg4.n-
fling's in I & R -- witness the NIO.project -- do not betray that
legacy. Among researchers and academics, it is almost common-
place to urge that an impending innovation in any field be accompanied
by appropriate data collection and research efforts. S too, many
people in the field of librarianship, including this writer, -insist ri
that the practice of I & R in libraries would be consider61 hanced
by a useable body of empirical data.

, _
Below are some needs related to xpandlng our understanding oftll & R
in public libraries. All of them epend u0-Ve collection of data.
All of them are intended to provide a spufider5jase -for decigieri
making. .-It would be most appropriate that tpse efforts be under-
taken at the state or national levels in order to produce the most
generalizable results. ,*

One, of the simplest data to collect is the mere description of I & R
operations, in nume4iital form. If we are ultimately to arrive at
descriptions that permit comparison of one I & R operation with
another, it will be necessary to regularize the scales bywhich their

9
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elements are measured. This means that it will be .riecessary to move
toward uniform definitions= and taxonomies, so that the scales of . --

measurement are consistent. An equally important, but considerably
more complex, method is controlled field experimentation"( as opposed
to mere demonstration)' with carefully, controlled application of a .

variety oftechniques, staffing patterns, administrative approaches,
etc., in order to determine the most efficient configuration for
effective service delivery.

t

Among others, there is a pressing need to investigate on a systematic-
basis ,. either through simple detcription or field experimentation:

,..1. Optimum file arrangement and access. For,instance,- it is
possible tAndex a resource (dispenser) by virtue of the service it
offers or the problem it solves. Which of these is most appropriate
to a s.uccessdfulI & R service?, ._,

2. Format of the resource file. Ressource 'filss have existeein
*printed, microfiche; 3 x 5 card and automated forms. What are the
advantages and disadvantages of these various formats, singly or in
combination?

1,

3. The inquiry. Verylittle is knowri,abbtrt the nature of the;
demands on public library, IA R iervices. One 'of the first questions
to,ask is how the topics 'cif inquiry relate to standard demographic
variables such as age, sex, income level, education, and occupation.'

: Beyond that, we need to determine hove the nature'Of the I & R
transaction' aries froin population to population: !What are the demands c-
for'referral as opposed to simple steering? what isi.the relative speed
of the transaction from group to group? What langua4e or interpretiVe
skills are needed? What kind of counseling occurs or does not
occur -- in various populations? '.

.
4

RespOnse of the service staff: Levels of service,varygrom
transaction to transaction. Knowledge about discrepancies between
service policy and service delivery, aboutithe exact-nature of. the
tluesflon negotiation, steering, 'referral and counseling proce,s-des,
-rd about the techniques used in contacting resource agencies will

ntrtbute to .sounder -decision making related to goal and policy
formation, staffing, budgeting, trainirig and orientation of staff. It

( would be particularly valuable fp View the I & R services as- a client
might encounter them. Unobtrusive methods already applied to standard
library telephone information service offer a straightforiraki methodology
for achieving such a vantagesof/It:14 N

5. Costs of I & R service. Unfortunately, the NIC experience

4.

did not yield useable cost figures.' In large part this was due to. the
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rather complex integration of I & R into cattier library activities --
and to the fact that few NIC resources were spent on such investiga-
tion. To arrive at accurate cost figures it would be ,necessary to
engage in rather complicated cost accounting proceduresrand inter -
views of staff. Perhaps'thore than any other'fatet of I & R, costs

;. will be an important-element in the decision of 'vhether to initiate .

I & R seniice, or not,

6.' The impact of various forms Rf publicity., It is clear that
each form, of publicity has its own peculiar impact. Data of impact
compared with the costs of each form will result in cost-benefit data
that will, facilitate decision making.

a

7. Administratilie configurations. I & R service can be intro-
duced into a lbrary system in: a number of ways ranging from
participative to autocratic, system -wide dr branch-by-branch,
authorized from the highest levels or founded on grass-roots support.
As well, I & R can be adsministeredin a variety of styles, from
-laissez-faire to authoritarian, from centralized to br,anch-based,
from closely superyised to generally supervised, from clearly
delegated to vaguely delegated, froth highly integrated, to unintegrated.
The facets that could be studied are almost limitless, and the find-
ings would-proAhde-a-valualile basis for decisions related to smanagtng
I & R services in pubric lilraries.

,
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:;APPEIFDIX' A

I

VISITS TO THE FIVE -CITIES .

Atlanta. Sites visited: Sandy Springs, South, Inman, Kirkwood,
ao.vernment InfOrmation Center (Central Library), Neig4or-
hood Information Center (Central Library)..

Persons Interviewed: Carlton C. Rochell, director; Frank Young,
social planner; Mary Louise Rheay, assistant director; Ella G.
Ya s, admiriistra,tive.boordinator; PollyJones, regional director;
Na cy Keeef, Bobby Henderson, Carolyn Lowe, Vann Roberts,
br nch librarians; Martha Mashburn, head of Goernment Informa-
ti n Center; Cheryl Grade, in charge of NIC Central; Brenda

unter, librarian; Dave Norman, director of planning, t5epart-
ent of Community and Human Development, City of Atlanta.

Cle eland. Sites visited : - 'Central, .Jefferson, Martin Luther King,
'LaRgston Hughes, Eastman. ,

.

Persons interviewed: Ervin j.'Gaines, directory Virginia O.
Grady, branch librarian; Martha Bright, assistantbranch
librarian; Eucioli, director of professional services;

'Ruth Baldwin, volunteer social worker; Robert W. ,Vokes,,"
NIC-librarian; Catharine Grates-r_head of. brancheS; Rosemary

"Feighan:, Rtith B. Walker, acting.branch librarians; James.E.
-RogerS, director of urban services (and formerly in charge of

q.

Detroit. Site visited: Bowen, Ce. rit;i4PTIP;-TIP Clearing-a-Ouse;
4

branch staff from/these branches .interviewed at Central; Gray,
Chaney;/Chandler. Park; Lincoln.

Per-Sons inte/rviewed:. Clara S. Jones, directbr; Florence Tucker,
're'6e ch and 'grants coordinator; Pat Smee, Marcia. Allen,

.Doroth aker, William Cline, branch librarians; Lorene Royster,
ringliouSe librarian; James Evenhuis, head of TIP

Clearirkghose and,fonnerly. branciiibrarian; Norman in
Charge. of TIP Central; Teresa Jones, TIP Cen a i rarian.

Huston. *Sites visited: Moody,-Carnegie, Ring, Hiltendahl,
Kashmere Gardens;

I '
Persons-Interviewed' David Henington, directer; Len Radoff,
chief of extension; Ann Hornak, ,assistant director; Guadalupe
Mier, NIC coordinator; Sammie Bentley, John Shirk, John Shults,
Lou Caldwell, Gail Carstens, branch librarians;- Judi Lutz,
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Agelia PeTez, Norma Herrera,
Trevino, NIC. branch staff me

ary Beth Hansell, Esther
bers.

Queens. Sites Visited: Central, Broadway, Lefrack, East Elmhurst,
.outp. Jamaica.

Persons interviewed: Milton S. BYam, director; amual A. Lacey,
chief of-extension servites department; Jewel-Nicholson, regional

-librarian; Joan Cole-, Sunil Banerjee, br ch librarians; Rosemarie
Falange, young adult librarian; Eric rnstein, general assistant;
Dorothy Purye'ar, librarian-triinee-Rose Guttila, Ruth Gluck,
Information
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APPENDIX B

NIC USER INTERVIEW FORM
1.

1. Have you yourself ever used,the MC service before?
Y N Don't remember

2. Have you yourself ever used this'public library or its branches,.
other than for MC service? Y

a. Within -the last 6 months? N Y (go to q.3)
b. Within the last year? N Y (go to q.3)
c. Don't remember

3. Where did you f^hear of the NIC service?
Friend, neighbor, relative NIC personnel
Radio television newspaper NIC printed materials
Referre by an agency Other:

4. Do you liv in the (branch Iodation) area Y
5. How many lubs or other "groups do you belong to?
6. How old w re you on your last birthday? \
7.. What was e last year-sof school 'yob completed?

1 2, 3 5 6 7. 8 9 10 11 12 Fr, So ju Se Grad
(8. Interviewe ascertain: Male Female)

O

,61
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USER INTERVIEWS

APPENDIX C

Use the interview form in all branches currently offering NIC service.
Use it for a period of two weeks (Sunday, through Saturday) in lateMarch and early April. Please return the data to ire by the 15th of
April. When all the data" have been collected, tabulate'themon the
4,ummary Sheet, for each branch, and .send the Summar§ Sheets to me:
Dr. Thomas Childers; -Graduate-SOM.-or-of Library Science, Drexel
University, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104,

Instructions to NIC Staff for Conducting User Interviews

1. Know the interview form thoroughly before asking your first question.

2. Ask the questions; do not.hand the interview form to the client.

3. Interview every other client (both in-person and telephone clients),,
starting with the first one in the day., If-one client refuses; do notubstitute the following client. Instead, cheCk "Refused to be:
interviewed" on the forin and proceed as if he were interviewed.

so,

4. Interview only clients who use the NIC service, as it is defined
in your library.

.5. Introduce the ini.;iew in your own words. The point is to be
'persuasive in a few words and to set the interviewee at ease . A
sample introduction might run like this:

"As you know, it's important for the users of the NIC 'to be
anonymous. But from-ime to time the public library needs some

information on users, so we can improve the NIC service and make
it reach more people. I'd like you to help me out by answering 7
questions. they're not very personal, and they won't ever be
connected to your name. The fist:question i s . . . . "

'6. Note:,pue-stions 6-and 7 may appear fairly personal. However,
Houston's staff, who pretested these forms, suggest that people arewilling to respond, once it's established that no names or addresses

-are necessary.

. Ordinarily, let the client volunteer/his response. You nay suggest
a, list of possible. responses ii/ q. 4, and 8, after giving him a chance
to-respond on his own. ,..

.. ,

$11^
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8. At the end of the study period, add up all responses on the
Summary Sheet provided, and send the summary sheet, to me.

0

Tom Childers
3/14/75



.APPENDD.

USERS OF NIC'S

Atlanta Cleveland Detroit Houston ( Queens Totald

Number of interviews

Number of refusals ,.

,..

Number of clients

160

10

14

2

.
served

t
170 27

1. Used NIC Before?
Yes 50 1

No 56 13
Don't remember 26
No response 28 .

2. Used public library before?

205

11

2,732

,

, 100
106

2

No . . 18 1
Don't remember . 14 . ,

Yes 124 11 \
-within 6 months 95 8 \

. -within 1 year AN*2,3 7 3

-don't remember 6
-to response 4

3. First heard of NIC through
friend, etc. 25 3
radio ' ,4 1

television 6
newspaper 1

1

referred 22 ;

NIC personnel 25 3
NIC materialsi 10 5

Other 18 1

No re spOrise 49 1

4,
4. Live in area \,

Yes 121 9
No 39 5.

65

61
2

142
63
30
50

40
18

L 15
21.
10

. 21'
4,4

2
i

2

106'
100

641,

111 90 : 580

. 9 , 5 37

:303 163 3,395

.,

28 27 205
82 62 319

1 9 ' 38
28

. ,

14 14 128
2. 3 21

57 74' 408
41, 62 268

4' 4 64
10 10

.., 76
2 6

.

16 19 103
21 44

5 26
4 1' 27
2 4 38

: 31 27 107
21 ... 27 107

6 6 53
50

83 75 390
31 15 190

1'e



.: -eAtlarita Cleveland-Detroit HdustoA Queens Totals
5. Number of club memberships. 4

0.__ 96% 5

1 '27. 3 28
2 17.,., 4
3 -44, . 1 ix
4 6 1

.5 ?4 0
More than 5 4 '0

rICo response 3

6. Age
Under 19 8 1

19 - 34 85 7

35 - 44 35 2

45+ 17 4
No response 15

7. Education.
1 1

2.
3

4
5 1

6
4-2. 7 1 -,

8 5

9, 2 2

.10 2 1

11 10
12 49'
freshman 8 1

sophomore
junior
senior .

16
7

11 ..
1

1

graduate work 39 1
.d No, re sponse 8 2

T. Male r 55 8

Female' 57 6

No response 18 -.......

a.

81

34
21

8

3

7

\2,
15

70 40 292
1,1 20 89

8 '10 73
g 10 45 if

2 . 4 21
0 5 10'

= '4 2 17,,

17
, . 74

52
60

2°

1

1-

1

1

1

6.
.1
4,

i,
8

39
1

9

14
102

66
13-8.

.... ........,..._ ..

,66 65

7
-03,55

28,
'°- 19-

9

-23
16
38

2 4

1

2,
8
3 - 1

10 5 -,

7, 5

. 13 7

6' 11
28 35

3 3

'(' 6 7

2 3

10 -7

6 3

31- 27
74' 47

1

5 16

42
244
133

.. 23

1

'0
2

I
4
9

6

-2-6-
17
27
35

156
16
40
19

- 36.
53

187
352

.
1

40
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Dear

APPENDIX

SAMPLE, COVER LETTER

A small national study is currently being conducted, focusing on
information and -referral activities in metropolitan areas. We .hope
the study will help public officials assess the'need for such
activities-4n today's society, 'So we have, happily volunteered to
help colledt the data,

Would you please take jvst a few minutes to fill out the attached
questitnnaire and-return it to us in the encloSed envelope as soon
as possible. We would like. , to have your response within a week,
please . r' t

Thank you for your
-

Sincerely,
, 4.

4

114

oR

;
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APPENDIX F

NATIONAL INFORMATION AND REFERRAL QUESTIONNAIRE

-

1. What kind of agency or organization are you?, (Check only one )
Welfare Health Legal Religious Comunity
Social service Educational -Other (specify:)

° 2.: Is" there a general information and referral service available to
citizens in your,city -- one thdan put.them in ,touch-with the
full range- of services and activities. in the metropolitan area?,.

No, 7 Yes (please' specify :)

3. For your city; what kind of agency would, beithe most appropriate
for putting people in touch, with the full range of services and
activities?

4. ) Have yoifever received an information request or referral from
the public library? Yes' No Dbn't know

5. If yes, considerinTatl agencies from whom you receive. referrals,
those coming from the library are:, (Circle most appropriate number.)

Most effective: 1 2 3 4 5 :Least effectiye. -
6. Does your public library have a formal.information and referral

service .available to the public? Yes. No Don't know

1. If ye-s, please write the name .Of that service here:

8. From your agency's point Of view, library information/referral
seriiice s should be

expanded kept at 'current level: 9.trtailed, ellMtnated

If you wish, would yowwrite-the name of 'our agency/organization here,
please:

Please return this form to the officer of the publid library who sent it
to,you.

4
Thank yob for your cooperation.

tc.3/75
t.
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APPENDIX G

AGENCY DATA ("National informations and Referral Questiy5nnaire")
,t

415,veo,

Select 20 agenc4s from ybur major resource, or agency, file in this
way; Beginning with the ;°' agency in the 's, selkrat every fourth- .
agency,until-you have 20. Eliminate only those that you know are
defunct. Maintain a.list of the, sample agencies.

.

. . It /
Prepare cover letteralor each agency and send 4 cover letterlalon6
with a qugst4?nnaire and a stamped,return envelope. Not ,pp not
identify4VNIC or any simillariservIce on the cover letter or2 . , .envelope s 1 . . ,

1. . ,.-
, -Give'them about fouf weeks to come back, then send the completed

questionnaires to me: '411 tabulate them here." Send the:: list of
sample agencieS,along, too. ,

. . .

,envelopes should all'go out to, .:,4

Forward all tlie responses" to me
.

,.,

The 'letter, questionnaire and return
the agencies by the end of March:
in the last week of April.

0

O

9

4

O

O.

41-

A ,
Dr. Thomas Childers ,

Graddate School of Lilrary,Sciende

Philadelphia, Pa. 191044,
(215) 991;.,24,90 e",

4
.

a
O

o
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APPENDIX H et/Itt,-,4

RESPONSES OF AGENCIES TO
NATIONAL INFORMATION AND REFERRAL QUESTIONNAIRE

. ,

Atlanta Cleveland Detroit Houston Queens Totals

Number of responses 13/25 15/20 11/gl '5/20 14/24 58/110,,,,.,Received/Sent

1. Kind of agency
Welfare 1

fie alth (incl. mental)
Legal _

Religious ,,. 1

Community 1

Social service 8
Educational
Gov't admin. --,, 1

Other -,,..-->- 1

Is there a general
I & R in city?
Ye s

Don't know
Nio response

11
, 2-

_- _.---
---.

. i Vlost appropriate
gncy 4

ew agency 3

o response ,, 2°.

' 'Imre isn.'s-arty
I'llalic library 1
On non -as soc'd agnc.. 1

E sting-agency
)---- . 6

Other

fv-

tefited'referral
fro ,,pfiblic library?
Yes V .t 3
No ' 5

kn 5

I

-,_

1

2 3 , _ 3 8
1 2 3

1. 2
1 1 1 4

6 1 2 17
, 1 5, 2 7

3 2 4
1 2 5

13 6 5 11 46
3 2 7

1 1
2 2 4

%

.

4
1

3

1

2

,

`, 17
8

1 1
1 3 1 6

2 ..) 3

9 4 2 23

/'

7 5 l 5 21
. 5 3- - 6 ° 23

3 1 3 14

6 9
7? cf.

I.
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Atlanta Clay-MYdi Detroit Hougton Queens Totals

t
,...11,..x...

I

0
p,

.1

IN

3

( .

5. EffectiVeness
1

2

3

4
.'5

J

4
No response

6. ik& R in public library?'
.

Ye s
No

`Don't know
1

1 1

1

-,1 2

3 6 . 8 1

1 1

9 9 ; 3 3

7. 'Name of. service?
Roughly or exactly
accurate 1

No name, or wrong 2 6*

)
8. Pu lic library I & R

s uld he:
Exganded
Kept current level
Curtaile
'Elimin d
No r sponse

/

4,

4

6 ' 10
4 ?

4

,-......6-'...
s:tro
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ABSTRACT ,

In July 1972 five cities -- Atlanta,,Cleveland, petroit, Houston and su
Queens Borough -- joined in a consortium sponsored by the Office of
Education, with the purpose of demonstrating the feasibility of-
usingeXisting library branches as neighborhood information centers.
This yolume' is the final report and the research summary of the
experience of those five cuities during the three years of federal
funding, from July 1472 t1tEgtigh June 1975. The majority of the report
is devoted to the research-Summary, by an outside consultant. It
,includes a discussion of the nature of information and ,referral (I &

7ser3Lce and the role pf the public library as an I & R center, an
evaluative sketch of aCh of the five cities' efforts, a summary of
what can be learned from the Project, and recommendations for future
research and demonstrations. Date was taken 'from earlier:studies,
from site visits, from questionnaires- sent to social agencies and from
interviews with library clients,.
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